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Arabic Words In The English
Vocabulary
By

BYRON SMITH

Professor of English in the American University of Beirut.
There are about 450 words in the English language which
have come, from the Arabic. A little less than half of these are
words which are in current use. The rest are words which once
were current but now are obsolete, or words which have never
been adopted into regular use in English but occur in the books
of travellers or reports of English residents in foreign lands. _
Arabic words have entered the English language, either directly from the Arabic or through one or more intermediary languages. Those which came directly from the Arabic form a
larger group, some 130 in number. It is interesting to notice
that nearly all of them are unassimilated words, i. e., words used
by travellers and foreign residents, that have not attained current use) in English. Of those in current use, the majority show
at once their Arabic origin, both by their close resemblance to the
original Arabic, and by their meaning. They embrace such words
as sufi, afreet, jihad, arrack, talisman, etc.
The majority of Arabic words come through the Romance
languages, French, Spanish, Italian and Portuguese. These words
have been modified by assimilation to the characteristics of the
language in question and have usually suffered a further modification in transition to the English. An Arabic word may be
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present simultaneously in all the Romance languages so that
it is difficult to determine from which language it has been borrowed by the English. I had expected to find a larger number
of words from the Spanish than from any of the other Romance
languages, since the long Moorish occupation of Spain contributed a large number of Arabic words to that tongue, but I was
able to count only 22 Arabic words from the Spanish. On the
other hand, the French language has contributed the surprising
total of 140 Arabic words. The explanation of this phenomenon
is two-fold. First, the French has acted as an intermediary language between the Spanish and the English in some cases j and,
secondly, the English language from the Anglo-Saxon period
to the present day has been indebted to the French language
more than to any other modern language for additions to its
vocabulary, so that words from ultimate Arabic origin would be
well represented among the thousands that have crossed the British channel. Eleven Arabic words have come from the Italian
and six from the Portuguese. One word, monsoon, believed to
be from
^j* "season", comes from the Dutch. The other
north European languages, such as German and the Scandinavian
tongues, are not represented at all.
Latin contributed 42 words. Most of them are from Medieval Latin and form a very interesting group, being words connected with the medieval sciences of medicine, mathematics, alchemy, astrology and the like. The words from classical Latin
hardly belong to such a discussion as this, for they are Latin
forms of Greek words of ancient use. It is impossible to say
whether they come from the Arabic or from some other Semitic
source, such as the Aramaic or Hebrew. The only thing known
of their origin is their unquestioned Semitic character.
Some ten Arabic words have come from the Persian and twice
that number from the Turkish. About 40 words have made the
long journey to England by way of India, especially through
the Urdu language. Nearly all of these words are unassimilated, being terms picked up by the English residents through their
contact with the people of India. The Arabic words in the Indian languages reflect the conquest of India by Mahmud of
Ghazni and his successors in the eleventh century.
The dates at which the various Arabic words entered the
English language form an interesting part of our study. Especially in' the early times, the great majority of the foreign words
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Were added to the spoken vocabulary before they were written
down. It is impossible to judge just when a new word is first
added to the oral vocabulary of a language, but its use in writing can be dated, either exactly or approximately, assuming that
the document in which the word is used is preserved. We may
assume, then, in the majority of cases, a fairly long oral use of
a word before it enters the written vocabulary. The exceptions
would include those unassimikted words which appear only in
written records of travellers or foreign residents, words which
have not been used in common speech.
I had expected to find a large number of Arabic words introduced during and immediately after the period of the Crusades. The first Crusade began in 1096; the last came to an
ignominious end in 1270. The English people have always been
most interested in the Third Crusade, 1189-1192, led by Richard
the Lion-Hearted, king of England. But Richard was really
a Frenchman in nationality and language and it is probable that
he numbered very few Englishmen among his followers.
England was remote from Palestine and though both warriors and pilgrims visited the Holy Land, it is evident that the
culture and the languages of the people of the Near East had
less effect in England than in the countries of the Continent.
This is the probable explanation why, aside from the six words
that appeared in English literature before the time of the Crusades, there are very few in the years immediately following. The
fourteenth century, however, witnessed a large increase in words
from the Arabic, and from that time there has been a steady addition of Arabic words up to the present.
It may be of interest to note the number of Arabic words
added to the English vocabulary in each century. Before the
fourteenth century 17 Arabic words appeared in the comparatively small number of books that have survived from the Old English, or Anglo-Saxon period. In the fourteenth century 55
were added, but only 35 new words in the fifteenth century.
We may account for this falling off by the fact that the fifteenth
century was a time of continuous conflict both in England and
on the Continent. In. England the Wars of the Roses distracted
the attention of men, and hands that might have held the pen
were compelled to take up the sword. It is startling to learn
that only one book of high literary value has survived from the
fifteenth century, Malory's Morte D'Arthur, which tells the
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story of the legendary king, Arthur, and his Knights of the
Round Table. A period which produces no literature cannot >
be expected to employ new words. However, printing was in- \
vented toward the latter part of the century and the first printing press was set up in London by Caxton in 1476. In fact,
Malory's Morte D'Arthur was one of the first books printed in
England and so it was saved from oblivion, for no manuscript
copies of the book have survived.
The sixteenth century marks the beginning of the Renaissance in England under the patronage of Henry VIII, who began his reign in 1509. The second half of the century is filled
with the glorious reign of Queen Elizabeth and marked by the
finest flowering of1 English literary genius. We expect a large increase in the number of new words that appear during this century, and we are able to count 98 for this hundred years, 74 of
which belong to the second half of the century.
In the seventeenth century the Renaissance is at its height
in the opening years when Shakespeare was producing his greatest works. Milton and Dryden carried on the literary tradition
through the rest of the century, while the growth of modern
science, beginning with Bacon in the first quarter of the century,
was a steady and rapid development with which even the events
of the Civil War did not interfere. This period gives us the
largest number of new words from the Arabic, a total of 127
words.
During the eighteenth century 61 new words were adopted,
and 64 words in the nineteenth century. To the best of my
knowledge no new words have come from the Arabic in this first
quarter of the twentieth century.
Various reasons might be given for the large increase of
new words from the Arabic during the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, and for the comparatively small number that have
come into the language in the last two centuries. It should be
remembered that comparatively few words in actual current use
in English have come directly from the Arabic, but that most
current words have passed through one or two intermediary languages. The new Arabic terms that came in during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries were words that had been domesticated long before in the French or other European languages.
Trace them back to their first use in any European language and
you will find that they came into employment at the time when
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Arabian science, mathematics, philosophy, and medicine were
the admiration of the world. When Arabia was the teacher of
Europe, her pupils borrowed not only her wisdom but the words
in which that wisdom was expressed. It is a sad but undeniable
fact that the European nations no longer look to the Arabicspeaking peoples for enlightenment, and this state of affairs is
reflected in the word-borrowing of the nations. In confirmation
of this, it is interesting to note that nearly all of the Arabic
words borrowed by English in the eighteenth and nineteenth
centuries are unassimilated words, travellers' terms that have
not, as yet, been adopted into full current use in writing and
speaking English.
When a new era of culture and enlightenment dawns among
the Arabic-speaking peoples, the other peoples of the world will
again turn to the Near East for knowledge and guidance, and
English and other tongues will be enriched by a new influx of
words of Arabic origin. And who can say that this new era of
enlightenment is not at hand?

A Sufi Song
By

AMEEN RIHANI

My heart's the field I sow for thee,
For thee to water and to reap;
My heart's the house I ope for thee,
For thee to air and dust and sweep j
My heart's the rug I spread for thee,
For thee to dance or rest or sleep;
My heart's the pearls I thread for thee,
For thee to wear or break or keep;
My heart's the sack of magic things, —
Magic carpets, caps and rings —
To bring thee treasures from afar
And from the Deep.
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Problems of Syrian Youth In
America
By

REV.

W. A.

MANSUR.

I.
The problems of Syrian-American youth are important,
critical, perplexing, and of far-reaching influence upon one's self
and posterity. Syrian parents had been living with the hope
of an early return to the homeland. Little thought was given
to the conditions growing about them and in them. A passage
to Syria would have placed them amidst old ideas, customs and
social life. The Great War now marks the dividing line between
the old and the new in Syrian-American thinking. Syrian-Americans awoke to the fact that they had become accustomed to, and
part of, American thought and life, and that a return to the
homeland would be impracticable.
A great number of Syrian immigrants came during the first
half of the first quarter of the twentieth century. The industrial revolution rose to its highest development. Syrian youth,
then in their infancy, received the best of education. They were
living, thinking, endeavoring in terms of American ideals, customs, and point of view. Restrictive immigration laws accelerated the Americanization process and began the real testing of
American ideals of equality, fraternity, liberty.
The problems of Syrian-American youth grow largely out
of this new, unlooked for condition. George A. Coe says in What
Ails Our Youth? that five facts stand out in the environment of
America's youth: the transformation by the increase of man's
control of the forces of nature which commercial enterprises utilize to invent and sell to the young; woman suffrage which created new problems for the young of both sexes; human contacts
which have changed from the domestic to the non-domestic
types; industrial civilization which is ailing and is communicating
its ailments to the young; and the plunging of youth into these
new conditions without having appropriate education thereto.
As long as Syrian-American youth were in their infancy and
childhood the following problems were not felt so keenly. Now
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lp and suddenly created a serious situation. The following reflections present certain major problems of Syrian-American
'youth, their nature, difficulties, and probable methods of solution.
I. The Problem of Race Prejudice.
The Americanization process is bringing the races into grips
with each other, with American ideals, and with their consequences. Modern race prejudice, born during the Great War,
was fanned to its worst in the history of mankind. The cry to
"assimilate, amalgamate, Americanize" arose with little thought
of its far reaching consequences.
I sympathize with Syrian-American youth because I know
the meaning, suffering, and consequences of race prejudice. I
have seen my crucifiers plan my crucifixion, prepare the cross,
and with hammer and nails crucify me on that cross.
What are the causes of race prejudice? First, IGNORANCE. I was a missionary for nearly two years. The mission, superintendent told of his prejudice toward the Italians. He
saw "those Italians talking so loud and making so many signs
with their hands". IMMIGRATION: When one race moves
onto the land of another race. Grant says in The Passing of a
Great Race that had not millions of foreigners come to America
millions of now unborn Americans would have taken their place.
ENVY and JEALOUSY because of the prosperity of people of
foreign birth. My family was riding with a far off relation of
President Harding. "You see those Germans and Swedes! They
always have money. They are envied". H. G. Wells says in
The Outline of History, "The sole offence of the Carthaginians,
which brought on the third and last Punic War, was that they
continued to trade and prosper". Fictitious and mechanistic science
spurred the belief in race superiority championed by Grant, Stoddard and Wiggam. Shallow thinking based on senseless reasoning.
Edward A. Steiner was travelling toward Washington. He
heard two men discussing the League of Nations. One said,
"I'm going to vote against the League of Nations". "Why?"
asked the other. "Because I don't like the English". "Why
don't you like the English?" "Because I once worked for an
Englishman and he did me dirt. Are you going to vote for it?"
"No," replied the other. "We have no business mixing up with
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those wops. We are white people."
How shall Syrian-American youth meet race prejudice?'
Remember that no man chose his race, color, creed, or condition
at birth. What a man is at birth is the result of accident or
providence. It's what a man is by choice and achievement that
counts. "The Stoic taught," says Leckey in The History of European Morals, "that virtue alone is good, and that all other
things are indifferent} and from this position inferred that birth,
rank, country, or wealth are the mere accidents of life, and that
virtue 'alone makes one man superior to another".
Remember that the belief in race superiority is not native
to human nature. H. G. Wells quotes James Otis' saying in
1762 that "Ideas of earthly superiority are educational, not innate." Dean Inge says in Outspoken Essays, "The popular estimate of superior and inferior races is thoroughly unchristian and
unscientific, as is the prejudice against a dark skin."
I agree with Roosevelt that "It is a base outrage to oppose
a man because of his religion or birthplace, and all good citizens
will hold such effort in abhorrence." And with Daniel Webster's saying, "It is only shallow minded pretenders who either
make distinguished origin a matter of personal merit or obscure
origin a matter of reproach. Taunt and scoffing at the humble
condition of early life effect nobody but those who are foolish
enough to indulge in them. A man who is not ashamed of himself need not be ashamed of his early conditions." For
"Honor and shame from no condition rise;
Act well your part: there all the honor lies."
77. The Problem of Marriage.
"One of the main problems of Syrian family life in America," says Philip K. Hitti in The Syrians in America, "is that of
how to span the gap between the old-fashioned Arabic-speaking
parents, on the one hand, and the American-born English-speaking children on the other." The various aspects of the marriage
problem grow out of this condition. The patriarchal idea prevailed in Syria as in old Greece and Rome. The family lived
together in the same house and in adjoining houses, and included
the grown-up sons, their wives and children. The father was
in sole control: marriage, education, work and worship.
Adjustment to the American family idea is going on. Demo-
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\cratic relations within the family are increasing. Williamson
says in Problems in American Democracy, "Economic indepen\ dence and social freedom have combined with political emancipation to emphasize the spirit of individualism among women."
Mother now shares with the father in the direction of the home.
Parental authority now rests not on fear but on the affection and
respect of the child.
What practical principles should guide Syrian-American
youth in meeting the marriage problem?
First, let prosperity, not ancestry, dominate your thought
of marriage. William T. Ellis says he learned a lesson of universal success in the Orient. "It is that man's life is best expressed by his descendants. A family is the real fortune. Sons
are success. The East takes long, long views; therefore it regards the family line as of more importance than the individual."
The thought of children, old age, and influence upon one's relations should bar divorce out of our thinking and practice.
Second, remember that marriage is a social sacrament. Current ideas of "free love", "trial marriage", "contract marriage"
and "unmarried unions" are signs of the abnormal. The sanctity
of marriage is traditional with us Syrians, and is a racial virtue.
Third, let there be mutual understanding, sympathy, service, based on a high valuation of each other. Shall money, education, love, family, home, children, beauty, be the motive for
marriage? The answer depends on the individual. Much that
passes for "love" is mere infatuation with a "face", "form", or
"figure". It takes a heap o' living together through all kinds
of weather to appreciate, understand and grow to fruition true
love, and a high valuation of each other. "This high valuation
of persons," says Charles A. Ellwood, "as such, and devotion to
their welfare, is what we mean by 'love'."
Fourth, marriage should not be contemplated unless one is
able to support a family. "Much poverty and misery could be
eliminated," says Williamson in Introduction to Economics, "if
individuals would postpone marriage until they will be able to
support a family decently." Dorothy Dix says, "It takes three
or four times as much to live on when you are married as it does
when you are single." A woman's clothes cost more, a man
can go to where he cannot take his wife, generally there are chil-

-*
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dren, sickness, and unemployment.
Fifth, Shall Syrian-American youth intermarry with other'
races? Thoughts and habits are two things by which most of
life is lived. Syrian-American youth should not take this step
without a vital understanding of the meaning and consequences
of it: on the individuals concerned, their relations, their social
relations to the community, and to their offspring.
Sixth, the sort of a person to marry depends on the sort of
person you are. Young people are fit to marry only when they
are clean and healthy: body, soul, spirit. Never marry on the
grab-bag principle and trust to luck for success.
Seventh, Shall Syrian-American youth marry American-born
Syrians, or those from the homeland? a Syrian youth asked me.
He said, "The more I see of the young lady the more I realize
the differences between us: our ideas and customs." So marry
within your class in ideas and customs. Good intentions should
not, be they ideals, promises or hopes, take the place of good
judgment and the experience of others.
In the second fart of his article which will he published in
the following issue, Rev. Mansur will discuss the problems of
Patriotism, Religion and Education.

PRACTICAL PHILOSOPHY
A company of travelers met an apparently very aged Arab
engaged in planting vines, and they stopped to question him.
This was their dialogue:
—How old are you?
—My health is good.
—How much money have you?
—I am not in debt.
—What is the nature of your worries?
—I have no children.
—Who are your enemies?
—I have no relatives.
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I A Pilgrimage to The Holy Land
}

By

MARY MOKARZEL

*

Chaque homme a deux patries —
La sienne et la Syrie.
This year, for the annual trip, our school went to Jerusalem. We left Beirut on the seventh of April and returned on
the fourteenth. Our party consisted of twenty-five girls and
three teachers and our principal, Miss Kassab. Having left Beirut at seven o'clock in the morning, we arrived at Jerusalem at
seven in the evening. So we began our sight-seeing the next day.
We decided to go to Bethlehem first and start our visits
with the place where Christ was born. On our way we alighted
from the automobiles to look through the Wise Men's Well,
as it is now called, where the Magi first saw the reflection of the
star that was to lead them to the new-born Saviour. So it is
from this place that we start our imaginary journey with Christ.
A little further on from the Well of the Magi on the opposite roadside is Rachel's Tomb. It is of stone and has a round
dome. Entering we find it very dark and cheerless. From this
point on the opposite mountain-side to the right is a little village,
formerly known as Zelza, but now known as Beit Jala. It is
the birthplace of Saul. No Jews are allowed to enter it. To
our left in the valley below can be seen two green fields. One
is the field in which the Shepherds were sitting when an angel
came and told them of the birth of the Saviour. The field next
to it is the meeting place of Ruth and Naomi.
Looking at the scenery around us we see many beautiful
mountains. Some are barren, some are dotted with olive groves
and others are sprinkled with villages of red-roofed houses. But
on one mountain, that which is higher than the rest and is flattopped, formerly stood the Roman citadel. It commands a good,
* The writer of this article is an American girl of Syrian parentage
who spent two years in Syria attending school and studying conditions of
life in the mother-country of her parents. Her description of the pilgrimage to the Holy Land is. therefore, based on personal observation and should
be of special interest to the Syrian-American generation in that it records
the mental reactions of one of their kind to customs and conditions obtainEditor
ing in the Old World.
-
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complete view of all Jerusalem and thus was an ideal place for;
a guard.
Driving on, we arrive at Bethlehem in which the first place i
we visit is the Church of the Nativity. It was built in 327 by
the Empress Helena, destroyed by the Moslems in 1236 and
restored again by the Crusaders. This church is built in the shape
of a cross and is divided among four religions: Armenians, Assyrians, Greeks and Latins, each religion occupying one section
of it as their church. Here is a large marble star which the Bethlehemites believe to be the centre of the earth. Descending a
large stairway, we come to the birthplace of Christ. Over the
exact spot is a silver star on which is written the following words:
"Hie de virgine Maria Jesus Christus natus estP Hanging
above and encircling this star are seventeen lamps, seven of which
belong to the Greek Catholics. Until recently there has been
quarreling as to who should have more lamps. There is still
a soldier keeping guard over it.
Next to this place is the manger. It is made of rock and is
also decorated with lamps and candles.
A few steps on we come to another cave in which were
thrown the little children who were massacred by Herod. Over
the place where they were thrown stands an altar over which
hangs a picture showing the babes being killed by the soldiers
while the mothers stood by weeping and imploring. Next to
this cave is a room in which St. Jerome lived for thirty years
engaged in translating the New Testament from Greek to Hebrew. It was in this room that as he was about to die he became afraid and an angel appeared and calmed him. Over his
tomb is a large picture showing him at his lifework.
The whole church of the Nativity is decorated with oriental splendor of gold, silver, brass, and pictures, all of which make
one lose his illusions about the simplicity of the birth of Christ.
For instance: looking at His birthplace and His manger we cannot imagine Him being born here. Because of the existence of
so many religions here in the East there is continual quarreling
and wrangling as to who should own the sacred places and thus
their ideas are contorted and twisted. Perhaps they need another Wise Man to lead them back to unity and peace.
The dress of the Bethlehem women is very picturesque. It
consists of a full skirt, usually red, a high waist and a vest made
of colored cross-stitches made into a beautiful design. They also
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\krear white veils over their heads. Under these veils the married women wear high hats shaped like a tarboush so one can tell
(at a glance if the woman is married or not.
\
The Bethlehem women are noted for their beauty and from
this comes the belief that the Virgin was beautiful.
The Bethlehemites earn their living by the manufacture of
crosses, rosaries, medals and other holy articles.
Driving on from Bethlehem we come to three pools known
as Solomon's Pools. They hold a quantity of 1,000,000 gallons
of water. If there were no other sources of water these pools
would suffice Jerusalem for seven months, but as it is, there are
two other reservoirs, Aroub and Ain-Fara.
On our way we stop at the place of the Ascension. It is a
high circular room and is noted for its holding of sound. Here
is a square stone on which is imprinted a footstep which is said
to be our Lord's as He was ascending into Heaven.
Perhaps the most notable building in Jerusalem is the
Mosque of Omar. It stands on the Haram. The Haram is a
large area occupying one-sixth of all Jerusalem within the walls.
It consists of many buildings of which this mosque is the greatest. It is also known as the Dome of the Rock because the building is built around the huge rock which has so many traditions
attached to it and which is believed to be suspended-in mid-air.
It was originally the Temple of Solomon. In 638 Omar built
a wooden temple on this site but it was destroyed in the seventh
century and replaced by a much finer one, the present one, by
Abd-el-Malik. It is built in octagonal shape and has four doors,
each facing a cardinal point of the earth. The outside walls are
made of China and marble on which are beautiful mosaic designs with the color blue predominating. These designs are now
being copied by manufacturers of chinaware. On going inside
we are obliged to take off our shoes or else pay two Egyptian
piastres for a huge pair of slippers which are worn over our shoes.
The ceiling forms a most striking part of the mosque, ft is
made of beautiful mosaic, mostly of pure gold worked into pictures and words concerning the legends which are told about the
rock below it. One picture gives it as the rock on which Jacob's
ladder extended to Heaven. It was also the place on which the
temple of Jerrubel and Herod used to stand. There is also another legend told about the little holes in the rock. It is said
that, as Mohammed was going to Heaven on his white steed,
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Al-Burak, he wished to take the rock with him but an angel at.
peared and commanded it to stop. That is how it is suspend^
in mid-air, also the reason given for the existence of the little^
holes which are supposed to be Mohammed's fingerprints.
The rock is surrounded by a high iron railing outside of
which are beautiful marble columns of a dark brown color. We
also noticed the thick carpets on the floor. Placed high on each
wall of the octagon-shaped mosque are three beautiful windows.
They are worked into such lovely colors and dainty designs that
we stood charmed in front of them.
Another thing which attracts our attention is a high sexagone
box. It is of wood and contains six other boxes fitting into each
other. In the innermost one, the guide explains, are three hairs
taken from the Prophet's beard. They are given rose water to
drink every day to preserve them. On Judgment Day, it is believed that these hairs will stretch themselves across to Mt. Zion,
forming a bridge. Everyone will be obliged to cross it, but only
the worthy ones will cross it safely. So we suppose only Moslems will be on Mt. Zion on Judgment Day. Descending to the
cave beneath the rock, we see the altar on which Abraham was
preparing to sacrifice Isaac but was arrested in the act by an angel.
In the middle of the ceiling is a wide hole through which
one can look up and see the ceilingof the mosque. There is also
a hollow place in the ceiling under which Mohammed used to
stand and pray, as he was a tall man.
Opposite the Mosque of Omar stands the Mosque of Aqsa,
smaller and not as beautiful.
In order to see the Jews at the Jews Wailing place we went
on Friday. Then we were able to see them wailing and weeping
for their Haram. It was taken from them by the Moslems years
ago and so their weeping is largely a matter of custom. It is
very comical to see them striking their breasts and crying in loud
voice, but their dress is picturesque. It consists of a long velvet
robe of any color with a silk linking. The hat is a little piece of
the same velvet surrounded by a round piece of fur. They never cut their hair but allow, it to grow and tie it in a knot in back
of their heads and have a little curl in front of each ear.
We then go on to the tomb of David. It is opened for us
by one of his descendants who is now very poor. The Tomb is
in the upper chamber and is guarded by an iron-latticed wall. In
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A GENERAL VIEW OF BETHLEHEM

This photograph was taken from the roof of the Church of the Nativity and represents one of the
clearest views of the little city in Palestine to which the thoughts of the whole Christian world are
turned during the Christmas season.
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A close-up view of the great basilica in Bethlehem showing the massive masonry of medieval times.
This view shows the exterior court and the main entrance.
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One of the foremost places of interest in the Holy Land. In the right background may be seen the
town of Bet Jala and its picturesque olive groves.
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THE DOME OF THE ROCK

One of the outstanding edifices of Jerusalem, built on the site of the Tem'fjle
of Solomon and in the basement of which is the Suspended Rock.
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the lower chamber the Last Supper took place. Here also the
Holy Ghost descended upon the Apostles. The stone on which
the Saviour sat is still here.
Going from here we come to the Church of the Dominicans. It is owned by the German Monks and is not quite complete. It is very neat and clean and kept in perfect order by the
monks. It was to this place that St. John brought the Virgin to
live after our Lord's death. In the basement is an altar over
the place where she died.
On Palm Sunday we visited the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. It is perhaps the most frequented church in Jerusalem because of the innumerable holy and historical places in it. The
most important is the place of the crucifixion. Over the exact
spot is a star above which is a picture made of emblems of tiny
diamonds and rubies. On the left and right of this spot are the
places of the crosses of the thieves. Behind these and high on
the wall is written, three times in diamonds — I. N. R. I.
To the right of these is a bust of the Virgin Mary. It is
encased in glass and covered with precious gems and many pieces
of jewelry. They were given to the church to be placed on the
statue by kings, queens and noblemen. A few steps away we
come to a picture by Murillo of the Christ when taken down
from the cross, with His head being held by the Virgin. Just
Their heads are shown and they bear such lifelike expression
that we stood awed contemplating them. The face of the Virgin is sorrow-lined as she looks down upon the Saviour.
Another important place here is the tomb of Christ. Many
believe it to be here but others believe it is the one discovered
by General Gordon and stands outside the walls. The latter
seems the more likely as it answers in many ways the traditional
description given of the Tomb of Christ.
To obtain permission to see the treasures in the treasurehouse of the church, we were obliged to see the Patriarch who
welcomed us hospitably and gladly granted our request. The
treasures here were also given by the nobility of all Europe.
There are many crowns of gold studded with rare diamonds,
rubies and emeralds. There are also tiaras, crucifixes, swords,
sabres and rare pieces of tapestry, some of which are worked in
tiny pearls.
...
We spent the rest of Sunday in visiting churches tor which
Jerusalem is noted.
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The next day we went to Giberius or Gabille. It is noted
for its fishing industry. It is very quiet and peaceful and the
mountains surrounding it together with the sea and green trees
make a most appealing scene. A most interesting place here is
the Socialist Colony. It consists of about fifty young men and
women all working in common. They own a large piece of land
which they are cultivating. Each person is allotted his day's
work and all do the same work in turns. Everything belongs to
everybody, even the children belong to all and know no special,
mother or father.
\

When My Sorrow Was Born
By G. K. GIBRAN
When my Sorrow was born I nursed it with care, and watched over it with loving tenderness.
And my Sorrow grew like all living things, strong and beautiful and full of wondrous delights.
And we loved one another, my Sorrow and I, and we loved
the world about us; for Sorrow had a kindly heart and mine was
kindly with Sorrow.
And when we conversed, my Sorrow and I, our days were
winged and our nights were girdled with dreams! for Sorrow
had an eloquent tongue, and mine was eloquent with Sorrow.
And when we sang together, my Sorrow and I, our neighbours sat at their windows and listened; for our songs were as
deep as the sea and our melodies were full of strange memories.
And when we walked together, my Sorrow and I, people
gazed at us with gentle eyes and wispered with words of exceeding sweetness. And there were those who looked with envy upon us, for Sorrow was a noble thing and I was proud with Sorrow.
But my Sorrow died, like all living things, and alone I am
left to muse and ponder.
And now when I speak my words fall heavily upon my
ears.
And when I sing my songs my neighbours come not to listen.
And when I walk the streets no one looks at me.
Only in my sleep I hear voices saying in pity, "See, there
lies the man whose Sorrow is dead."
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Allah Joins the Extremes!
AN AUTHENTIC ARABIAN TALE.

'

An Arab of the tribe of Assad was fond of telling the following strange tale of one of his experiences.
"One day," he would begin, "when engaged in corralling
my camels which I >had left to graze in the pasture grounds of
our tribe, I found that a number of she-camels were missing. It
was not yet dusk and I determined to follow their tracks without
calling on the tribe for assistance.
"Very soon, however, I found myself lost in the desert
while night was fast beginning to fall. I had not provided myself with provisions or means of defense and the fear for my
safety superseded all anxiety at the loss of my valuable camels.
I. prayed to Allah for deliverance from this grave predicament.
"After having wandered aimlessly for some time, I perceived in the distance a light which I took to be the guiding finger
of Providence directing me to shelter and safety. I walked and
walked until I became very weary, and despair was beginning
to beset my soul. In the vast stretches of the desert, what had
appeared to be so near proved to be miles distant. But somehow
I managed to summon sufficient strength to continue and finally
I reached the camp to which Allah had guided me.
"I chose from among the tents the one which seemed to me
the largest and whose occupants should be the more able to afford
hospitality. I called aloud to give notice of my presence, declaring that I was a stranger who had lost his way and came to
seek shelter and food. Presently there appeared at the door of
the tent a. woman than whom I had not seen one more beautiful
in all my life. She emerged from the dark folds of the tent
as would the dazzling sun breaking through a veil of clouds.
At the sight of her I immediately lost all sense of fear, or hunger, or cold and stood for a while speechless and motionless.
For that woman must surely be the most beautiful in the whole
world.
"Perceiving my predicament, the woman hastened to assure and comfort me. She spoke ,to me in the most hospitable
tone telling me that I was welcome to both shelter and food.
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She bade me enter and had me sit by the welcome warmth of a
glowing fire, while she proceeded to prepare a most sumptuous
meal. And all the time' she entertained me by the most delightful conversation, proving that she was of high birth and well
versed in the traditions of the Arabs.
"The meal over, I heard a commotion outside the tent and
presently a man entered than whom never in'all my life I had
seen one more hideous in his ugliness. Still he entered with the
utmost freedom and consorted with the beautiful woman in terms
of fullest familiarity. He took a seat in the place of honor in
the tent and the woman soon brought to him a child which he
began to caress with fondness. The woman sat beside him and
he inquired of her concerning the guest, motioning to me, and
she replied that I was of the tribe of Assad and had sought hospitality for the night.
"The look of amazement with which I contemplated them,
now that I realized that they were husband and wife, could not
have long escaped the man, and he hastened to satisfy my curiosity.
" 'It appears to me,' he said, 'that you are wondering at our
condition', which fact I readily admitted, even going to the extent of declaring that never in all my life had I heard of any
such union where the man and the woman were of such great
disparity.
" 'I shall not keep you long wondering,' he said, for what
caused your amazement has been the wonder of everyone laying eyes on us. It was by the strangest accident that we came
to be mated, and this strange story is one which I am as fond of
relating as you must be of hearing.
" 'Know then, O brother Arab, that I am a man of the tribe
of Qoda'a. It is through no fault of mine that I was born with
such uncomely features, but men, even of my own family, seemed to loathe me for it and to treat me with the utmost derision
and contempt.
" 'I was the youngest of seven brothers, and instead of being
petted and treated at least with iconsideration, my position seemed to be like that of a slave. I could claim no right or privilege
and my life became as hideous as my face.
" 'One day, our family missed a camel and my brothers ordered me to go forth and search for it. I was then still young
and I protested, but my father came to their support and order-
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led me out under threat of death. There was no other course
left for me to follow and I left the camp cold and hungry and
with much misgivings in my heart. Death looked to me then
as a blessing and I ventured out in the night fervently praying
that; I would meet with some accident that would rid me of my
miserable existence.
" 'After wandering for a long time I came across an encampment where I found a kindly old woman besides whom sat this
beautiful lady. The latter was full of the vivacity of youth and
consciousness of her beauty. Consequently, the contrast of her
beauty and my ugliness could not fail but excite in her a mischievous sense of humor.
" 'Will you/ she said, 'when the camp is asleep, come into
my tent and grant me the boon of a few hours in your company,
for I have seen no one in all my life who approaches you in
beauty of features and sweetness of speech!'
" 'I cannot describe to you the extent of my mortification at
her cutting sarcasm, and I said to her: 'O gracious and kind lady,
I have been despised and ridiculed all my life even by my own
family. Please, then, spare me any further humiliation at thy
hands.'
" 'Just at that moment her father and seven brothers returned from a tour of inspection of the camp and all having partaken
of a plentiful meal, the lady retired into her tent while the men
laic} themselves about in the open and went to sleep.
" 'Being a stranger, and still laboring under the excitement
of my novel experience, I found myself in time the only one
awake among the company. Furthermore, I discovered myself
brooding over the invitation of the beautiful lady and gradually
bringing myself to the belief that her invitation was not a mocking gest but an earnest solicitation. The temptation in me was
growing stronger and stronger, and, emboldened by the warmth
of my covers and the fullness of the meal, I made my way stealthily into the tent of my enchantress. She, however, seemed to
have forgotten her gest and when she suspected the presence of
someone in the tent she called out to learn who it was. I answered
softly that I was the guest and had come in response to her bidding. Thereupon she flew into extreme rage and hurled curses
and imprecations at me, ordering me out forthwith under penalty of rousing the camp and bringing on me certain death.
" 'There was no mistaking the earnestness of her command
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and I made haste to cover myself with my robe and flee. But
a greater danger lurked at the door when the big shepherd dog
of the lady leaped upon me and caught hold of the end of my
robe. I managed as best I could to ward him off with my staff
and so kept up a running fight with him for some distance until
we both fell into a deep pit.
"'The lady, in the meantime, had suspected my predicament and was fearful of the consequent scandal,in case of discovery and came out alone in search for her dog to quiet him and
bring him back. She came upon us both in the pit and there renewed her severe upraiding of my conduct and said threateningly:
'But for the scandal I would make this pit your grave, and if
now I am willing to save you it is on condition that never must
you set foot on this soil again.'
" 'Saying which she lowered me a rope and pulled with all
her might to raise me from the pit, but when I had about reached the top the ground under her feet gave way and we were
plunged back into the pit together.
" 'At the break of day both the lady and I were missed in
camp and her father and brothers soon traced us to the pit. Their
first impulse was to hack us down with their swords and make
the pit our final grave, but the father finally restrained his sons
by'declaring that he could not conceive of his daughter doing
any wrong. The result was that they raised us together and I
had to face the threats of seven brothers with drawn swords who
but for the restraining commands of the father would have made
short shift of me.
" 'Now 'it was that I was given the greatest surprise of my
life. For the father, with a determined look and without the
least preliminaries, put to me point blank the question: 'Are you
gentleman enough to marry the girl and save her reputation
from being dragged into a scandal?' The promise of life and of
having such a lovely girl for wife had such an effect on me that
I was deprived for a time of the power of speech. When I had
sufficiently recovered I signified my ready assent in no uncertain
terms, and no sooner were we back in camp than we were legally
wedded and the father gave her as dowery fifty young camels,
fifty male slaves and fifty female slaves.
"'Now,' concluded my host, 'I am relating to you the
strange circumstances of our marriage in the very presence of
the, lady who stands ready to corroborate me in every detail'."
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"The story," was the usual conclusion of the narrator, "gave
me even more surprise than the actual witnessing of the principals in the case, and I have been ever since wondering how Allah, in His providence, permits the union of such extreme types
as this most beautiful woman and her excessively hideous husband."

EVERLASTING SWEETS
Translated from the \Arabic.
The vizier Mu'ayyad ud-Deen Al-Kommi was very fond
of sweets.
One day when he was in particularly good mood, he asked
for a certain kind of sweets of which he was singularly fond,
and although the hour was late the whole household bestirred
itself and made of the delicacy a large quantity in a comparatively short time.
The servants having brought the sweets on large trays and
placed them before the vizier, the latter suddenly became very
pensive. He turned to his secretary Ayaz and asked:
"Can you preserve these sweets for me until Judgment
Day?"
Ayaz was nonplussed by the strange question and replied:
"How does my lord expect me to do that, and is such a thing
possible?"
"Yes," said the vizier. "Proceed this very hour to the orphanage of Moussa Al-Jawad and place all these sweets before
the Alawite orphans. They will enjoy them and give me in return such thanks as would preserve these sweets for me until
Judgment Day."
Said Ayaz: "I proceeded forthwith to carry out my orders
followed by a long train of servants carrying the trays of sweets.
It was a little past midnight when we reached the orphanage,
but we entered and roused the inmates and laid the sweets before
them, and one could see by their expressions of delight that their
thankfulness was surely to be transformed on Judgment Day into
more luscious sweets than could ever be manufactured by man."
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St. George and The Saddle-bags
c/f Tale Based on a Syrian Legend.
By

MARIE HANNA

My mother's early life was spent in El-Kirby, a village
near Damascus of Bible fame. She came to this country with
my father before I was born and in spite of her acquired matterof-factness, I often think that quaint legends, held sacred in the
East, must be tucked away somewhere in her busy mind.
Until I had heard it whispered that there had been a legend
in my family, I had never thought to take up my mother's time
with my questionings. However, the other night, when everyone had gone to bed and mother came into my room to kiss me
good-night, I asked her about it and she told me the following
strange tale.
My great-grandfather, my mother's grandfather on her father's side, was a very pious man. A dyer by trade, he had to
make frequent trips from place to place with his wares, but he
was never known to miss his devotions. He was as well known
to the monasteries that topped the hills of the countryside
through which he must pass, as to his own temple of worship.
He was aided in his solitary journeys by a mule, across the
back of which saddle-bags would be thrown, each one holding
a dye-pot. It took two people to place this burden on the animal's back.
After packing provisions* 'for the trip, great-grandfather
would start out, staff in hand, leading the mule, with the chorus
of well-wishes and God-speed ringing in his ears, from his family and farmers and tradesmen of the village who had come to
see him on his way.
One day he was returning from Zehley to his home in ElKirby. His kinsmen had tried to prevail upon him to put off
his departure for a little while as it was the season of heavy
and unexpected rains.
The day seemed to be quite clear when he started out.
Noon-time found him fatigued and hungry, and though he had
gone a little less than half his journey, he chose a patch of turf
near the roadside, and feeding oats to his mule, threw himself
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down to rest and to munch at his dry, wafer-like bread, black
olives and fresh white cheese.
Looking into the distance, he noted ominous clouds gathering. It was too late to turn back and there was no place of shelter nearby. He arose to continue his trip, with a prayer in his
heart that the storm would spend itself before he would be
forced to walk into it.
Other than a muddy road, there was no sign that a rain
^aad preceded him, when he came upon the last lap of his journey. At a turn in the road, at a particularly oozy place, the
mule slipped and fell and the saddle-bags with the heavy dyepots in them slid from its back.
"St. George, help me!" exclaimed the man as he hastily
made the sign of the cross three times, in Orthodox fashion.
Night was coming on and he had long since passed human habitations, and\ he had a good way yet to go before reaching home.
He tried to place the saddle-bags back in place, but his effort was quite useless. The mule had regained its footing, and
he was deciding to abandon his wares when he heard a voice
calling, "Are you in trouble?" He looked up and beheld a
man with a long, flowing beard, mounted on a white horse.
"Yes", answered my great-grandfather, and he pointed to
the saddle-bags lying on the ground. As the two men replaced
the luggage, my great-grandfather thanked his benefactor and
wished him the blessings of the Lord, in voluble Oriental fashion.
As the stranger threw himself on his horse, the other man
firmly grasped his staff and gently pulled at the strap about the
mule's head. As they travelled along, my great-grandfather
murmured, "I do not know what I would have done without
your help. I would have had to leave these things here and it
would be a long time before I could get more. Will you tarry
at my home, before continuing on your way?"
Getting no response, the speaker looked up to see that the
stranger and his horse had vanished. He stood with his hand
to his forehead, looking this way and that and finally with a
shrug of his shoulders, he went on, his head bent in revery.
Arriving home, he awoke his household to tell them the
strange happening. Then, and ever after, when he recounted
his experience, he concluded with: "I tell you it was St. George
himself. Oh, if I had only kissed his hand or knelt at his feet!"
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My mother closed the door of my room as she went out.
My thoughts turned to the picture of St. George in our living
room downstairs and I wondered about all of the fanciful legends that have been woven about the martyr of Cappadocia, until I fell into a dreamless sleep.
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MA'N AND THE CALIPH
Translated from the ^Arabic.
Ma'n Ibn Zaida, an Arab chieftain famous for his wisdom
and generosity, came one day to the court of Ja'far, who built
the city of Baghdad, and greeted him with the customary greeting of the Caliphate.
"You appear to have aged," said the Caliph, jestingly.
"Yes," replied Ma'n, "but in the service of the Prince of
the Faithful."
"But you seem to carry yourself well," continued the Caliph.
"Against your enemies, O Prince of the Faithful," was the
quick retort of Ma'n.
"Now," said the Caliph, "which of the two regimes do you
prefer, ours or that of the Umayyads?"
"This is a matter wholly dependent upon yourself, O Prince
of the Faithful," replied Ma'n. "Only if you deal with your
subjects with more justice and afford them more plentifully the
blessings of life will your rule be preferable to that of the Umayyads."
For some time Ja'far bent his head low in reflection, and
with eyes moist with tears finally addressed the venerable Arab
chieftain as follows:
"O Ma'n, it is the will of Allah that you come at this time
to admonish me on the necessity of giving more thought to the
welfare of the people. What you have said is charged with
truth."
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To the Spirit of "Chinese Gordon"
By DR. N. A. KATIBAH
'ragment of a long epic composed in the Sudan and later unforI
tunately lost by fire. This song was published
in the London Globe in 1899.
J

/

Flow on, old Nile,
For time will never change thee,
Each wee defile
In sacred hills that range thee
Has tales to tell
How on the sandy banks that cage thee
Aspiring nations rose and fell.
Old Nile, hold on;
Where are the famous sons of glory
Who're dead and gone,
And 'neath thy bed their bones and story
Forgotten lie?
The echo speaks in accents sorry
"Time ne'er remembers their good-bye."
!

Of heroes' fate
Of guns, of armies and their soul
— Gordon the great,
O homeless spirits without goal
Bring news, bring joy;
Or sorrow bring that days might roll,
Excepting none my heart t' annoy.
Gordon, thou man,
Thou soldier of a noble sword,
Whose blade once ran
To kill, to conquer and to ward,
Where canst thou be?
Thou canst not be in Khartoum gored,
Nor fettered there by hand and knee.

Lightness of heart is better than heaviness of pocket.
The gage of a man's intelligence is in his actions. The gage
of his knowldge is in his speech.
Grief over youth is the misfortune of old age.
'

Birth is the herald of death.
Nothing detracts from the value of man's knowledge like
conceit.
A rich miser is poorer than an open-handed pauper.
To prove your virtue hold your tongue.
Silence is .the ignorant man's salvation.
Thirst for gold is stronger than thirst for water.
Gentleness of speech is the strongest bond of affection.
dise.

A gathering of learned men is one of the pleasures of ParaKeeping evil company is more dangerous than riding the

sea.
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Famous Cities of Syria
Horns and Hama\
*
These two cities are referred to as the twin cities of Syria.
The close association of their names in speech would give one
the impression that they were only two quarters of one city, or
but one city bearing a dual name.
Horns and Hama, nevertheless, are two distinct places divided by a distance of about thirty miles. What they have in
common, however, is that they are both located in the valley of
the Orontes in Northern Syria, and have gone in their? hoary history through almost the same cycle of prosperity and depression,
cataclysmic wars and periods of resplendent glory, and have now
been reduced to the rank of large inland towns of about 30 and
40 thousand population each.
The geographic location of Horns and Hama gave them a
} pronounced advantage in the military sweep of conquerors
/
through Syria in ancient times. They were considered key cities
the possession of which was necessary to the successful outcome
of any campaign launched from either the East or the West.
Both were Hittite cities whose mention occurs frequently in the
Bible. During the period of Greek and Roman occupation of
Syria they played a conspicuous part. They were flourishing
centers of wealth and culture during the early Arab occupation
and the Crusaders took and held them for a brief period.
Although Horns is not located directly on the Orontes, or
Al-'Asi, water for irrigation from the river is raised by huge water wheels, or Na'ouras, which emit creaks and groans peculiar
to that locality and have been translated into beautiful, music and
sung about in many tender lays by thq Arabs. Horns, known also
as Emessa, is; the more southerly located of the two cities and is
consequently the nearer both to Damascus and to the cities of
the coast. The large lake known by its name which is partly
artificial and formed by the damming of the Orontes is situated
about ten miles; to the south.
The Orontes is the largest river of Syria and runs from
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south to north. Arab geographers explain that its name,, Al-'Asi
was applied by reason of this contrary course. Other than An
tioch, which is much farther north and is close to the mouth c
the river, Horns and Hama are the only two cities rising alon
the whole length of the Orontes.
Although Hama, being directly on the banks of the Oronte
which is spanned within the city confines by three old but sur
stantial bridges, may claim the advantage in location and the a'
tendant benefits of irrigation, Horns is, on the other hand, th..more important historically for the part it played on many an
occasion of world-wide import. It has the distinction, for instance, of having given Rome an emperor during the zenith of
its power and glory. There had been in Horns a great temple
of Baal, or the Sun-god, whose priests wielded great influence
in shaping the destinies of the empire. In the year 218 A. D.,
the Roman legionaries of Syria, flushed by the consciousness of
their power, raised the young Bassianus, then in his fourteenth
year and archpriest of the temple of Horns, to the imperial dignity. He was known as Emperor Elagabalus or Heliogabalus.
His reign, however, lasted less than four years, because, due to
his excesses and tyranny, he was murdered by his soldiers in
camp while engaged in an effort to appease them, and his body
was dragged in the streets and later ignominiously thrown in the
Tiber. Hence the epithet or nickname Tiberinus, one of the many
applied to the tyrant after his death.
Many historians describe the orgies of this young emperor
as too revolting to be recorded in detail. The Roman public,
it is claimed, would have overlooked the trespasses of the emperor and excused them as youthful pranks and antics which
would be moderated by mature age. But Elagabalus proceeded
to execute in public dances and excesses which he ascribed to the
worship of the Eastern god Baal and which could not be long
tolerated and endured by the Romans. He further aggravated
the citizenry in their fast growing anger and impatience by claiming for his Eastern god priority and superiority over the gods
of Rome, and attempted to use his dictatorial powers to force the
people into recognition of what were considered as preposterous
claims.
This Syrian-born Roman emperor was not, however, of
Syrian descent. He was the son of a noble Roman family and
a cousin once removed of Caracalla. When the latter emperor
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mis murdered by Macrinus, his maternal aunt, Julia Maesa,
grandmother of Elagabalus, was compelled to move to Syria
where she always pined for the 'imperial splendors to which she
ad been accustomed in Rome. She bided her time and at the
propitious moment circulated among the legionaries of Syria
he report that Elagabalus was the natural son of Caracalla.
"here was immediately a rising in his favor and when Mamns came to Syria at the head of his troops to quell the rebellion
e was defeated and put to death.
The ruins of the great temple of the Sun in Horns, of which
this Roman emperor was at one time archpriest, are still considered the most conspicuous feature of the city. The Arabs had
built a strong citadel on the hill supposed to have been the site
of the temple, and Horns, for that reason, continued to be a
strong military post under both the Arabs and the Turks until
Ibrahim Pasha, the Egyptian, ordered the citadel blown up following his victory over the Ottoman army in the vicinity or the
city, in 1831.
. _
,
, .
Horns and Hama were captured by the Crusaders early in
the 12th century but remained in their hands for the short period of only seven years. Tancred, upon his capture of Hama,
ruthlessly massacred its Isma'iliyeh defenders.
One of the important events in the history of Horns is that
the great battle which sealed the fate of the Syrian national
movement under Queen Zenobia was fought in the immediate
neighborhood of the city. Zenobia was decisively defeated by
Aurdian in this engagement, and although she made good her
escape from the battlefield, she was later captured and taken
prisoner to Rome. Details of this great struggle were given in
the history of Palmyra, capital of Zenobia, and published in a
former issue of THE SYRIAN WORLD.
A further conspicuous and interesting feature of the history of Horns was that upon its capture by the Arabs under Abu
Obeida, one of the generals of 'Omar, the great church of St.
John in the city was divided between the Christians and Moslems. Services were conducted simultaneously by adherents of
the two faiths in separate sections of the same edifice. This arrangement probably lasted until the occupation of Sym by the
Turks in 1517. Not similar, however, was the fate of the principal church of Hama which was occupied by the Arabs under
the same general and at the same time. It was immediately con-
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verted into a mosque without any arrangement for the Christian
to enjoy the privilege of worship in the same edifice.
Both Horns and Hama do a thriving business with th'
nomad Arabs prevalent in the vicinity. They export appreciab.1
quantities of cereals, wool and dairy products. Horns, in parti
cular, is the center of a district well planted with mulberry tree
and most of the silk produced is manufactured into substantk
native cloth* of distinctive Oriental design. The use of this dui
able cloth for personal wear and upholstering purposes is gradi
ally finding more favor with the Syrians as an outcome of th<,
campaign to patronize home industries.
Horns and Hama are both located on the main line of the
Beirut-Aleppo railway and are coming to enjoy more and more
the benefits of commerce with the coast cities in their export of
cereals and fruit. Previously, the only modern means of communication had been a carriage road connecting Horns with Tripoli.

The Rebuke
By DR. SALIM Y. ALKAZIN
Oft in the shadow of the night, with conscience heart to heart,
I stand and humbly give it ear,
And this from its cold lips I hear:
"Is this the man thine anxious father planned? Is this the part
For which thy saintly mother prayed, —
For which the corner-stone she laid?"
Then from the dimness of the past, still heavy with the dew
Of dreamy youth, the eyes that were
My guileless own, upon me stare
And say, "Of all the visions fondly nursed, how very few
Remain untarnished by the grime
Of rushing Life and rolling Time!"
And I bend low my head,
And wish that I were dead.

p
WATER WHEELS OF THE ORONTES
! 1

The great Water Wheels, or Na'ouras, which flank the banks of the river
Orontes and are used to raise water for irrigation purposes
in Horns and Hama.

CEDARS OF LEBANON IN WINTER

A most extraordinary photograph of the famous cedar grove in Lebanon taken in mid-winter at the
greatest risk. The road to the Cedars is beset with many dangers even in summer, but in winter it is
well-nigh impracticable owing to the deep snow wh ich covers the mountain sides at times to a depth
of 10 or 15 feet. In the background may be seen the tops of some solitary trees -barely ghowing
above the thick blanket of snow.
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"Anna Ascends"
By HARRY CHAPMAN FORD

\

PUBLISHED FOR THE FIRST TIME AS ORIGINALLY
PLAYED ON THE NEW YORK STAGE.
SYNOPSIS OF PRECEDING ACTS

a

Gents, a high-bred American, is discovered in the restaurant of Said
ury, a congenial Syrian whose true Americanism is far more than his
..or English indicates. The waitress, Anna, is a hard working, 'honest
girl who continually strives to learn and always carries a dictionary. Gents
takes interest in her and helps her learn better English. Two under-world
characters, Bunch and Beauty, have designs on Anna and plan to force
her into disreputable traffic. They enter the restaurant and Bunch encircles Anna's waist with his arm and moves his 'hand in a familiar and
disgusting manner to her breast. She bites him viciously and he hurls
curses at her. Gents springs to 'her defense and forces an apology from
the detractor. Bunch and Beauty leave threatening Anna with revenge.
Two finely dressed American young women, Nell and Bess,, sister and fiancee of Howard (Gents), enter the restaurant and are surprised at Howard
frequenting such a haunt. They disdain Anna and Howard proceeds to
prove to them that she is a better American than they are. Howard
leaves with the visitors and presently Rizzo, the cop, enters and announces
that he is looking for Bunch for a recent theft of a shawl. Rizzo departs
and is soon followed by Said, the proprietor, leaving Anna in the restaurant alone. Bunch enters and offers the stolen shawl to Anna who spurns
him and, as he proceeds to use force, she stabs him. Leaving him for
dead, she flees the place in the enveloping darkness of the night.
In an elaborately furnished office of a large publishing house in uptown New York, the former secretary of Mr. Fisk, head of the firm, is
about to get married and is inducting her successor, Miss Adams, in her
duties. Miss Adams speaks perfect English but with a slight foreign accent. Fisk examines her credentials and discovers that in a short time
she made several changes. She explains that in some cases she was discharged, in others, left of her own will, but always for one reason, namely that of biting men who attempted to kiss her. She relates a personal
story similar in every respect to a newly published book which proved an
instant best-seller and Fisk's suspicions are aroused as to her identity.
Miss Adams parries with him on the question and he resolves to take
other means of satisfying his curiosity. In the meantime Howard, son of
Fisk, returns from an extended trip and meets Anna but does not recognize her and his "interest" in her is evident from the start.
Through a clever piece of detective work Fisk discovers that Miss
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Adams is the author of the book which had created a literary sensation,
and in a confidential conversation with her prevails on her to reveal her*1
identity. He also informs her that she had become rich on her royalties.
Howard returns and tries hard to recall where he had met Miss Adams be-/:
fore, but she is relieved that he does not recognize her as the Syrian wait-J
ress in the Washington St. restaurant. He makes a date to see her thenext day. Meanwhile Howard's sister and fiancee return and all leave to-*
gether. Upon being left alone Anna calls the office boy William and has
him enact an old scene she had with Howard by having him spell the word
affection and pronounce it LOVE. Anna then gives the boy the promisee1
kiss and is happy at the thought that Howard will come back.
The next scene is the summer home of the Fisks at Irvington-on-thc,
Hudson, Fisk endeavors to induce Anna to marry Howard, but Anna replit
that although she has realized her happiness in Howard she cannot taP
it for reasons she cannot explain. Anna is later alone with Howard w*
presses his suit to the point where Anna, to escape being forced to give tiv
her secret, tells Howard she does not love him. Nell breaks in and insinuates that Anna could not dress so expensively on the meager salary of a
secretary. Howard appeals to his father who dispells any suspicion directed to Anna and counsels his son to have patience as Anna will surely accept
him at the proper time.

ACT THREE — 2.
— I am going' down town to see your tenant, Said
Coury, tomorrow. He wants some improvements made in the
store. He may have them, can't he?
FISK — Of course.
HOWARD — I'm to see him at two o'clock. (John and Allen enter. Allen carries billiard cue and shows signs of his jive
drinks.)
ALLEN — That was the finest game of pool I ever played.
FISK — Pool, what pool?
JOHN — Oh, he means billiards. There were three balls
on the table, but he evidently saw a dozen.
ALLEN — I did see a dozen
and more. Wonder where
Nell is.? I've something to say to her.
HOWARD — Well, you had better say it quick, because that
load you're carrying will wear off very soon.
ALLEN — If it does, I know where I can get another one.
HOWARD — Nell is in the Blue Room, I think.
ALLEN — I'll stalk her, like the cave man of old. (Starts
right.).. Amongst all those beautiful wedding presents I have a
HOWARD
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getter chance

the environment, you know. (Exits right.)
HOWARD — Where did he get it?
FISK — From the buffet. Courage to propose to Nell.
HOWARD — Booze has its merits. I hope she accepts him.
jOHN — If she doesn't, he is very liable to use the billiard
*ue on her.
|
HOWARD — (Quietly.) I hope so.
JOHN — What?
HOWARD — I mean, I hope she accepts him. I said it beire, didn't I?
\
FISK — Now I can go and have that highball. Join me,
a.
/s.
JOHN — I'll have a little liquor.
HOWARD — I think I left, the boat house open. (Starts up
to balcony.).. I'll join you later.
FISK — Come on, John, before Allen gets ahead of us. (As
they pass out left.) You know, he is liable to return for more
courage and the booze is limited
(Just as they exeunt, Bunch
enters from right on balcony and comes face to face with Howard at the center window.)
HOWARD — Who are you, the third man?
BUNCH — Yes, sir.
HOWARD — Busy?
BUNCH — No, sir, I have just taken, in the marquis for the

lady.
HOWARD

— Take this bunch of keys and lock the boat

house, please.
BUNCH — Yes, sir. (He takes keys' from Howard, coming
forward to, do so. As the men met only for about two minutes
three years ago they fail to recognize each other. Howard is puzzled, however, and calls the man back.)
HOWARD' — Just a moment, please. (Bunch stops but does
not turn around.)
BUNCH — Yes, sir.
HOWARD — Come here. (Bunch turns and comes reluctantly to Howard.)
BUNCH — Well, sir?
HOWARD — Did you ever work for this family before?
BUNCH — No, sir.
HOWARD — Did you ever meet me before?
BUNCH — Your face is somewhat familiar, but I can't re-
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member that I ever saw you before.
HOWARD — (After a moment of thought.).. Give me those
keys. (Bunch hands them back and Howard selects one which htk
hands to Bunch. He pockets the rest.) That is the key to th,
boat house. If I do not see you tonight, return it to Yates in
the morning.
BUNCH — Yes, sir. Is that all, sir?
HOWARD — Yes. (Bunch exits off on balcony. Nell am
Allen enter from right. Howard softly tip-toes off left.)
NELL — Allen, you just sweep me off my feet by yoi
eloquence.
ALLEN — Oh, it is not me, exactly
I had to have cou
age to do it.
NELL — Courage, Allen, you have plenty of it.
ALLEN — I had plenty of it.
NELL — It hasn't left you, has it?
ALLEN — Oh, no. It still lingers. But I will need some
more very soon.
NELL — Well, gather it, dear boy, gather it.
ALLEN — I will. (Starts up left.) Will you excuse me a
minute, Nell? Just a little moment?
NELL — Certainly, Allen, but where are you going?
ALLEN — (At door.) To gather some more courage. (He
starts off and runs directly into Anna, who enters.) I'm in an
awful haste, Miss Adams, but I will be back in a short time to
apologize. (Exits left. Anna discovers Nell and attempts to
leave.)
NELL — Just a moment, please. I wish to talk to you.
ANNA — What is there to say?
NELL — Only this. I have seen you before somewhere,
and, it seems to me, in some questionable situation.
ANNA — Well, you were in the same position, if you saw
me, weren't you?
NELL — You may not be all that I accused you of a short
time ago, but I do know that you are aspiring to be a lady. I
will recall it, and I warn you, I will take no pains to spare you.
ANNA — But you will spare me, now, won't you? I do not
care to listen to you.
NELL — Of course iyou do not, but others will listen to me
at the proper time.
ANNA — You are jealous.
But why have this all over

„
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-*gain? You have made assertions that I cannot at this time disipprove. I would rather be downright honestly bad than to be
I ike you. There is nothing more to be said.
'
NELL — It is breeding that counts, always. Some day your
%rue character will blossom forth.
\
ANNA — Not as yours did, I hope.
1
NELL — If the glove fits
\ ANNA — Miss Van Housen, the inexorable law of Caste,
ji which you base so much reliance, is as dead these days as the
*vereignty of kings.
* NELL — Oh, you culled that out of a book.
[ ANNA — No, I put it in one.
NELL — I should hate to think that I would be compelled
to rub elbows with a, coal heaver or something of that sort.
ANNA — Well, if anyone should ask me which I preferred
to have around this winter, a lady or a coal heaver, I should pick
the coal heaver.
(Fisk, John and Allen enter from left.)
FISK — (To Allen.).- Take her out on the lawn and get a
definite answer from her.
JOHN — That's it.
FISK — How's your courage, now?
ALLEN — (Puts extended hand to level of chin.) Oh, great.
Up to here.
JOHN — Then, go to it.
ALLEN — Nell, there's a cygnet's nest down by the lily
pond. Will you walk down there with me?
NELL — Of course, Allen dear.
ALLEN — (Takes Nell's arm and talks as they move up
and off left.).. There is something delicately suggestive in a cygnet's nest, you know. The building of the little home, the mating and the little! cyggies that are to come, and
NELL — Allen, you surprise me, saying such a thing, you
ALLEN — It isn't me. It's courage.
FISK — Scotch courage. (Allen and Nell exeunt.) Anna,
daughter, will you motor with Howard and me to the office in
the morning or will you take the train?
ANNA — I'll take the train. I must be at work at eight
thirty.
JOHN — Half past eight. That's the middle of the night.
(Howard and Bess enter left.)
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HOWARD —
BESS — Do,

All right, Sis. I'll get it at once.
Howard, please.
FISK — Get what?
HOWARD — My gun.
FISK — What silly
BESS — No, father, there is no room for argument, Howard has promised to sleep in the blue room tonight.
FISK — But what for?
,,
BESS — An ounce of precaution, you know. Besides, I c
not like the looks of that only servant we have in the house, J
HOWARD — I agree with Sis there.
BESS — He's awful looking. Isn't he, Anna?
4
ANNA — I did not notice, dear.
FISK — Well, of all
Four big, healthy men in the house,
who
BESS — Who sleep like the dead.
jOHN — Might as well eliminate Allen. He'll sleep sound
enough.
HOWARD — (Starts right.) Don't worry, Sis. I'll hang
around your gifts all night.
BESS — (To John.) I suppose it is useless for me to ask
you to do it.
JOHN — Bess dear, if a thief came into the blue room and
I were there, I'd try to hide under one of your Aunt Agatha's
anti-maccassers.
BESS — You're impossible.
JOHN — As a detective, yes. (To Howard, as he is going
of.).- Any decent cigarettes in your room, Hank?
HOWARD — Plenty. Come along.
(Exits right.)
JOHN — Thanks, awfully.
(Exits right.)
BESS — I am going to the blue room this minute and check
off my things. (Goes right.) I suppose John was put on this
earth1 for some good. Everything else was, you know. (Exits
right.)
FISK —-Howard popped the question at last, didn't he?
ANNA — Yes.
FISK — When do you intend to accept him?
ANNA — Maybe tonight. Maybe never.
FISK — The boy will not take that for an answer. He has
told me so.
ANNA — And I have told him that he must take it as an
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^answer.
j
i

— Don't break my boy's heart.
— If God is not good to us, it will break both our
i^hearts, but I feel that He will be good to us, sometime. (Allen
'• ^and Nell enter from left through center window.)
NELL — Allen, the cygnet's nest is beautiful.
f
FISK — By God, he did it.
4
ALLEN — Yes, so symbolic of all that is to come. (They
^ome down center arm in arm.)
FISK — Well, is it settled?
a
a,
NELL — Oh, quite.
—. None but the brave deserve the fair.
J ALLEN
NELL — And he was so brave and courageous.
FISK — Yes, I know.
NELL — I am so sorry for Howard, Uncle Hen. But Allen
just swept me off my feet.
FISK — Bless you both. Don't worry about Howard.
ALLEN — (Suddenly.) Excuse me for a moment, I left my
cigarette case on the buffet
I mean in the dining room. (Goes
up left.)
FISK — (Taking out cigarette case.) Here.
ALLEN — Oh, you haven't got what I want. I want case
goods
I mean my good case. (Exits left.)
NELL — I shall admonish him in the morning.
FISK — What for?
NELL — He's tipsy. When he can come to me in his sober
senses and propose, then I may consider it.
FISK — But you have told him that you
NELL — Of course I told him, but I will tell him a lot
more tomorrow. Then he can propose again in a decent way.
ANNA — He won't have the courage tomorrow.
FISK — No, he won't. I'm sure of that. And I'll see that
he gets no more tonight, too. (Starts up left.)
ANNA — (Seeing that she will be left alone with Nell, goes
to right.) I think I will join Bess.
NELL
I'll go and have a talk with that young man, uncle Hen. And I'll take the courage out of him.
FISK — (As he and Nell pass through the door.) Can't be
done, my dear, can't be done. (They exeunt.)
(Whistling is heard of up left and William enters and meets
Bunch center, who has entered at the same time from the opposite
FISK

ANNA
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side. Bunch carries a rain coat and cap. As they meet William
speaks.)
WILLIAM — I want to see Mr. Fisk, please.
BUNCH — What name, please?
WILLIAM — Just tell him that his business partner is hert:^
with the goods. He'll understand. (William crosses down rightcenter and Bunch goes to door left.)
BUNCH — (Who has -put cap and coat on chair as he passed it.)-. His business partner?
WILLIAM — You got it.
BUNCH — Yes. I will inform Mr. Fisk.
WILLIAM — Go as far as you like, oP lamb chop. (Bun£
exits right. William looks about him in a furtive manner anu
then takes a jewel case from- his back pocket and waits for Fisk,
who enters right, followed by Bunch.)
FISK — Well, William, here at last.
WILLIAM — Yes, Mr. Fisk.
FISK — Where is it?
WILLIAM — (Handing over jewel case.) Here it is, sir.
All safe and snug.
FISK — (Taking case and opening it.
Bunch watches.)
Good.
WILLIAM — Didn't I tell you that I'd fetch it through all
Okay?
FISK — Yes, William, and you did.
WILLIAM — You bet.
FISK — (Crosses over to desk down extreme left.) Do not
mention this to my daughter. It is to be a surprise for her.
WILLIAM — Not me, Mr. Fisk. I'll be as mum as a tomb.
FISK — (Turns at desk and sees Bunch.) Why are you
waiting?
BUNCH — For orders, sir.
FISK — Brush and cover the billiard table.
BUNCH — Yes, sir.
(He goes to right and exits after a
look.)
WILLIAM — Miss Anna is here, ain't she, Mr. Fisk? (Fisk
puts jewel case in desk and locks it.)
FISK — Oh, yes, oh, yes. (Nell and Allen enter left.)
NELL — Don't you talk to me — you
dissolute inebriate.
(She crosses to steps and goes of center to right.)
ALLEN — If I could pronounce those words I would deny
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. Deny it em-pha-ti-cally. So I would. (He follows her off.)
NELL — No defense, please.
ALLEN — Oh, Nell, it was only the courage. (They exeunt.)
WILLIAM — Say, he's soused, ain't he?
FISK — (Pocketing keys.) Yep. (Enter Bess and Anna.)
WILLIAM — Good even', Miss Bessie. (Shamefacedly, to
nna.) Good even', Miss Adams.
BOTH GIRLS — Good evening, William.
ANNA — Did you come all the way out here to see me,

jVilliam?

— You bet.
ANNA — I shall reward you at the first opportunity.
\ WILLIAM — (Confused.) Yes, sir.
FISK — Yes, sir?
You want to take another look at the
person you address.
WILLIAM — Yes, Mam
I mean yes, sir. (John enters from right.)
JOHN — How about a rub of whist in the music room? The
four of us?
FISK — Suits me.
BESS — I suppose I must. It will give your brain a little
work, John.
FISK — And you, Anna?
(Starts for the door right.)
ANNA — No, thanks, I'll remain here and entertain William. (Bess exits. John and Fisk follow.)
FISK — I'll get the man to take you down stairs for something to eat, William, if you want it.
WILLIAM — No, thanks, sir.
I stopped at the Automat
before I took the train. (Getting nervous, watching Anna.) I'll
go with you, sir.
ANNA — But, William, you cannot play whist.
WILLIAM — Well, I might.
I ain't never tried
yet.
(Follows Fisk off.)
Anna is left alone on stage. She crosses over to the large
davenport at fireplace, "picks up her magazine that she previously had and nestles down closely and comfortably to read. A
slight pause — and Bunch enters from billiard room. The back
and sides of the couch completely hide Anna from his view. He
stands for a moment listening, then, satisfying himself that the
coast is clear, he suddenly turns off the lights from the switch
on the wall. All lights are out, save the reading lamp which
at
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throws a glow over the couch. The room is otherwise illuminat
ed by the moonlight streaming through the large French windows. Anna lets her book rest in her lap and listens expectantly.
Bunch tip-toes down to the desk, draws a small silver-plated jimmy and a handkerchief from his pocket. He places the hand
kerchief on the edge of the desk, quickly puts on a pair of cottot
gloves and with the jimmy on handkerchief pries open the desl
top. He quickly, yet silently, searches until he finds the jewt
case. Removes the necklace with his left hand, replaces the cast
brings down the desk top again, puts the jimmy and handke
chief in his pocket. Then removes gloves and pockets them. Wi'
the necklace in his left hand he turns to go, only to confront A
na who has come down silently to meet him. They face ec
other for a second. As the light is dim, neither recognizes the
other.
ANNA — Bunch Derry.
BUNCH — I don't know you.
_ ANNA — You ought to. We belong to the same line of
business.
BUNCH — Yer kidding me.
ANNA — Take a good look at me.
BUNCH. — (After a look.) Well?
ANNA — Don't you know me?
BUNCH — Naw.
ANNA — Take another look. Do you remember the little
girl you tried to put on
the streets
three years ago?
BUNCH — Aw, I can't remember them all.
ANNA — The girl Anna, in Said Coury's store.
BUNCH — I know.
ANNA —The girl who bit your hand.
BUNCH — Yes, and nearly done for me. Nigh croaked me.
It's Anna all right. So somebody beat me to it after all.
ANNA — Yes.
BUNCH — And made a thief out of you. I wouldn't have
done that.
ANNA — No, you would have been much easier with me,
Bunch, but you must admit I've done well.
BUNCH — You look it.
ANNA —'I'm sorry I stuck you with the knife.
BUNCH — Aw, that's all right. I ain't got no grudge. It's
all in a day's work. Say, you're working 'lone now, ain't yer?
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ANNA — (Puzzled.) What?
BUNCH — Yer got no side kick, pal, mate, MAN.
ANNA — No, I'm working 'lone.
BUNCH — Well, what do you say if we pull this
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job off
together. (Points off right.)- Dere's thousands of sugar in there.
ANNA — I know, I know. That's what I am here for. I
Wk the job as the old man's secretary, three months ago, to get
in on this. / work months ahead.
BUNCH — Say, you are smart.
(Nell and Allen appear
l
nd come through window. They are still quarrelling and pass
t
cross stage as they did at their previous entrance.)
v.
BUNCH — We go in on this, together?
ANNA — Right.
(Bunch is right center. Anna is left of
him. Howard appears at door right. Seen by Anna, but unnoticed by Bunch. All through the following scene, until Bunch discovers Howard, Anna talks in a high pitched strained voice to
convey to Howard the whole situation without letting Bunch
know her object.)
BUNCH — And we'll make a haul of it all. (Howard appears at, door.)
ANNA _ That's it. We'll steal, steal, STEAL.
BUNCH — Aw, don't put it like that. We'll just follow
our profess, that's all.
ANNA — We'll take the necklace, all the silverware, jewelry and everything. (Howard nods' his head, as in understanding
and draws his gun.)
BUNCH — You said it. Now you're talking. And we won t
be caught, neither.
ANNA — (Crossing down left.) I won't be caught.
HOWARD — No, she will do the catching.
(Bunch faces
Howard in a flash.) Don't move. Put up your hands.
BUNCH — Dished, dished by a moll. (To Anna.) I'll get
you for this.
ANNA — Yes, you tried to get me once before.
ALLEN — What's the matter?
HOWARD — This man was about to steal everything in the
house.
pISK — What happened, Anna?
ANNA — A miracle, Mr. Fisk, a wonderful miracle. You
can tell the world our secret now. How these beautiful clothes
were bought. How all my finery was purchased
right. And
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I will promise you the sequel to "Anna Ascends" in a week, Mr.
Fisk, in a week.
FISK — Great.
ANNA — Howard, dear Howard, I will give you your an-"
sewr sometime tomorrow, sometime tomorrow when you least
expect it. Oh, I'm so happy
so happy.
HELL DAMN.;
(She exits quickly.)
(To be continued.)
DISHONESTY DISCOVERED
Translated from the Jtrabic.
A merchant of Baghdad, being called upon to make a long
journey, left a hundred weights of iron in the safekeeping of one
of his friends.
Upon^his return he sought his friend to claim his trust, but f
the latter was emphatic in his assertion that the rats had devoured
the iron so that not the least,trace of it,was left.
"I have often heard," said the merchant, "that rats have a
special appetite for iron, but now my suspicion is confirmed."
The friend was delighted at finding that the merchant had
so readily believed his story and the latter soon after departed
and went his way.
In the street, the merchant came upon the child of his friend
and took him along to his house. The father, missing his child
that night, came of early morning to ask the merchant if perchance he had seen him.
"I surely have," said the merchant. "Yesterday, upon leaving your house, I saw a falcon swoop down upon your son and
carry him along in his talons."
The father of the child raised a great cry and caused a large
crowd to gather, all the while exclaiming: "Has any of you ever
heard of falcons carrying away children in their talons?"
But the merchant coolly remarked: "A land whose rats eat
away a hundred weights of iron must have, falcons that can carry
away not only little children but big elephants."
It was unnecessary to say any more. The dishonest man immediately admitted his guilt and hastened to say supplicatingly:
"/ have eaten your iron and here is its price, now give me back
my son."

mm
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NOTES AND COMMENTS
By

THE EDITOR

Rev. Dr. K. A. Bishara for supremacy in our Syrian\ takes the editor to task for American communities.
<aving permitted to creep into
The protagonists of the secufjie ethical sanctuary of the lar standard of ethics are strivf agazine a most unworthy sen- ing to smother those influences
s
Vient" published in the No- of the old world, as represented
v
'mber issue in the department in our strong Religious factionof the Spirit of the Syrian Press. alism and intolerance, which,
This "sentiment" was not an they claim, have been chiefly
outpouring of our own moraliz- responsible for our lack of a
ing propensities but a quotation national consciousness. Their
from one' of New York's pa- avowed purpose is to free the
pers which saw fit to comment rising generation of what they
on the meaning of the celebra- believe was the bane of their
While the religious
tion of Columbus Day in Amer- elders.
ica in the manner which appear- leaders interpret these tendened to the Reverend Doctor ir- cies only as an effort to shake
off the restraining influence of
reverent and sacrilegious.
The fact, however, that the religion and bolt their authoriquotation proved so highly con- tyWe would welcome a free
troversial and elicited the strong
and
open discussion of the queschallenge of the Reverend Doctor, is, to us, sufficient justifica- tion involved and pledge ourselves to the same impartial
tion for its publication.
We have given as much pro- policy that has characterized
minence to the refutation as to our conduct of all such controversies in the past.
the offending quotation.
It is obvious that we cannot
To our mind, the editor of
subscribe
to the sentiment of
As-Sayeh who gave expression
to the sentiment, and the Rev. the Rev. Bishara in excluding
Dr. Bishara who finds himself from THE SYRIAN WORLD all
prompted to take exception to matter deemed extraneous to
our publication of it, represent any one class of thought.' What
two divergent schools of we can promise is to give every
thought which are struggling side a fair chance to be heard.
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This applies to moral as well
The hope exists, however,;
as to social and political discus- that a strong and wise leader sions. Our conduct of the de- will rise to guide his nation in,.
partment "Spirit of the Syrian the path of progress and act a&Press" is a fair indication of our mentor for his neighbors, pro/
impartial attitude in such mat- claiming a sort of Monroe Doc-/:
ters.
trine for the East. And per-/
haps, as has already been done
in single cases, compulsory me t
•THE deductions of Prof. Bythods of reform will be resorte*
ron Smith in the concluding
to to free a nation of its retni'
paragraphs of his article furnish
gressive proclivities. In such i
food for thought to the Arabiceventuality, progress may \ .
speaking peoples. There are
achieved to a degree in confor- •
unmistakable signs that a new
mity with the power and
era of enlightenment in the
strength of the leader and to
Arabic East is at hand, but the
the extent he is able to free
rapidity of progress in the devhimself and his nation from de-c
elopment of the new era is not
predatory European designs.
an easy question to determine.
The whole East, in fact, is
awaking from its lethargic
state of centuries, but the length THE article on the "History of
of time required to rear the
the Syrians in New York,"
complicated machinery of a published'in the November isprogressive state is much be- sue of THE SYRIAN WORLD,
yond the ability of anyone to was prepared by the editor of
compute with any degree of ac- THE SYRIAN WORLD for the
curacy. The masses of the East New York American and pubare in a deplorable state of ig- lished in the latter paper on Ocnorance. They are still influ- tober 3, being the fifth in a seenced by traditions which sadly ries of similar articles on other
lack the element of conformity nationalities represented in the
to modern conditions. Their makeup of the metropolitan
leaders, except in a few isolated population. The article was
cases, lack the broad vision of not intended to cover the hisconstructive statesmanship. The tory and the degree of evoluEast, in fact, is still groping in tion and progress of other Syrsemi-darkness for an object ian communities outside of New
which it is in hope of reaching York.
What complimentary
but finds itself lacking of the references occur in it to other
necessary means.
.
Syrian communities was permit-
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.2d by the editors of the New I7ROM two distant points of the
t'ork American through courUnited States two letters on
tesy. The original plan was to the same subject reached us
pnfine the article to the treat- about the same time from two
ment of the history and achieve- Syrians engaged in identical stuments of the Syrian community dies but unaware one of the
^f New York alone.
other. Mr. Georges Knaysi,
Those of our friends outside instructor of bacteriology at
jj New York, therefore, who Cornell University, Utica, N.
Y., whose article on the role of
f ry be inclined to interpret our
f-iiparative silence on their microorganisms was published
sending as a deliberate attempt in the preceding issue of THE
v<
our part to deny them due SYRIAN WORLD, writes to inrecognition may well be assured form us that h& is preparing an
article dealing with a "subject
:hat such is not the fact.
which
has not yet received due
With refenrence to this aricle it should interest our read- attention in any discussion of
ers to learn that the inspiration the agricultural situation in
to it and to its sister articles in Syria and, Lebanon, namely the
the whole series came from dairy industry and 'dairy farmSyrian sources. It came about ing." While from the State
through the fact that Jos. W. University of California, whose
Ferris, President of the Amer- farm is located at Davis, Cal.,
ican Syrian Federation, felt Mr. Najib J. Dumit writes that
proud in demonstrating to his he was intensely interested in
friend, Nat. J. Ferber of the the article of Mr. Knaysi on
editorial staff of the New York bacteriology and his reference
American, some of the Syrians' in it to our native leben, as he,
achievements as expounded in Mr. Dumit, is now engaged in
the study of the dairy farming
THE SYRIAN WORLD and in Dr.
Philip K. Hitti's Book, "The with, a view to the introduction
Syrians in America". With the of scientific! methods along that
proverbial reporter's scent for field in Syria.
THE SYRIAN WORLD feels
news value, Mr. Ferber immediately conceived the series on proud of its role as a medium
the contributions to the City of in bringing the two together,
New York of the different, im- as all exchange of ideas on idenmigrant groups, and the articles tical activities is bound to reresulting therefrom have been sult in closer co-operation beappearing in the New York tween those who discover they
are engaged in the same line.
American ever since.
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Readers' Forum
AN OBJECTIONABLE
SENTIMENT
Editor, The Syrian World:
It is because I admire the beauty
of your magazine and the good taste
seasoning almost all its articles
that I cannot but notice with indignation any ugliness marring that
beauty, especially from the moral
viewpoint. In this respect I call your
attention to the following statement
in one of the editorial renditions on
"St. Columbus":
"Let Moses, Mohammed and
Jesus remain on their pedestals
in the Old World, but we will follow the example of St. Columbus
in the New World."
How this unworthy sentiment
crept into the ethical sanctuary of
the magazine I cannot understand.
And what real value have such "clever adages" characteristic of our tencent-novel age, I cannot see.
To call the young readers to forsake Jesus for Columbus and to take
the latter as their exemplary patron
saint is to offer them morally and
spiritually a very low standard indeed.
In the first place Columbus was no
saint in the real sense of the term.
Strictly speaking, the man was
neither Christian nor Mohammedan
nor Jew. He was reared in a hypocritical atmosphere where 'his Jewish parents had embraced institutional Christianity under compulsion — a motive most unworthy
even hv the case of a heathen.
But in the second place, let us
suppose that the man escaped the
duplicity of his cowardly parents un-

scathed, in what sense can he be a
exemplary saint?
Sincerity, honesty and consistency
are the emblems of a holy, pure
hearted man entitled to be designa
ed as "saint". Columbus' person
morality has always been under
cloud. Even in social ethics he v,,
a perfect rogue, devoid of all sei
of equitable honor. He used anot1
less fortunate sailor's charts
reaching islands already discovered,
and then exerted all his efforts to
obliterate all traces of the abovementioned charts so as to claim the
whole honor himself, of which !hi
was subsequently deprived by eternal justice.
Columbus was a great adventurer,
that's all!
In fine, I beg to state that the
statement in question is detrimental to the mental and ethical sensibility of the youth. And I take this
opportunity to register my protest
against it, indicating, at the same
time, that to me it appears peculiarly foreign to the spirit, and sadly inferior to the standard, of your
most excellent magazine.
K. A. Bishara.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

PUTS SYRIANS IN BETTER
STANDING
Editor, The Syrian World:
I read with enthusiasm your "History of the Syrians in New York".
I appreciate your penetrating understanding of the American psychology and your style of making an appeal to this great people on behalf

I

am.
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of the Syrians in America. Materif al advancement appeals strongly to
I the rank and file of the Americans
and such articles as yours certainly
feserve to fortify our position in this
country.
N. H. Samra.
^Flint, Mich.
v
HER ONLY REGRET
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done, was doing. Gave a bird's eye
view of the religions and customs of
the people. The three hundred million Mohammedans, their Koran,
their moral code, and the helping
hand of America. It was a moving
picture of rare interest, and all too
brief."

AN OPINION FROM ABROAD
Editor, The Syrian World,
I cannot tell you enough how
much I and my friends do enjoy
"The Syrian World". I can only
repeat to you my hearty congratulations for having introduced it to
us—all who love Syria.
Each number, as it comes, contains
such interesting articles. I greatly
admire your effort for being able
to offer us such a rich variety of
the best Syrian culture for each
month; and I can fully realize the
sacrifice this costs you. I see you
invite your readers to tell you what
they think. I take the liberty to say
SYRIAN WORLD HELPFUL
that it would be a great pity indeed
Editor, The Syrian World:
should you have "saucy" stories inThe articles of The Syrian World troduced into "The Syrian World",
for I would certainly think "The
have proved most helpful to me.
I was called upon to give a talk Syrian World" would lose much of
to the Kiwanis Club on any interest- its highly appreciated value.
I think if you can maintain the
ing subject that I may choose. As
The Syrian World contains plenty literary standard in the publication
of material on the subject I chose, of "The Syrian World" it will be
it proved very interesting to the better for the future of it, altho
this means a great sacrifice on your
members of the club.
I am enclosing a clipping of our part for the present.
It is astounding really to see how
local paper giving an account of this
little the West knows about the East,
talk.
J- S. Joseph.
how little Europe and America know
Greenwood, Miss.,
Part of the account referred to about Syria and us Syrians. I think
in the Greenwood Commonwealth that "The Syrian World", as it is,
for that reason, will accomplish its
follows:
"Mr. J. S. Joseph brought an ab- mission in the best way desired in
sorbingly interesting message on the long run.
Georgina Schnapp-Michalany.
"America in the Near East". ***
Les
Saars, Switzerland.
He told of the work America has

' The following quotation is taken
from a letter to Dr. Philip Hitti
from Miss Theodora B. Scoff Who is
studying for an M. A. in the University of Boston.
"Your articles in The Syrian World
last year so aroused my interest in
the history of my own people that I
decided to change my course of
study from Modern History to Ancient History. My only regret is
that I did not spend as much time
studying Arabic as I did Modem
Languages."
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Spirit of The Syrian Press
Under this caption we hope to present from time to time a microcos
mic picture of the Arabic press, not only in this country, but wherevei
Arabic dailies and magazines reflect the opinions of responsible, thinkingf
writers who are treating the different problems that confront the Arabicspeaking world from all conceivable angles. Needless to say, we will take
no part in the discussions reproduced, nor assume any responsibility. Our
task will simply consist in selecting, to the best of our knowledge and
with utmost sincerity, what we think is representative of the public opinion as expressed in these editorials.
Editor.

SHE MUST BE A SEER
When France went to Syria and
Lebanon she was received as the
exalted maiden of Liberty, and Beauty, and Valor, and Lofty Principles.
She undoubtedly went there with,
the best of intentions but soon her
virtues were turned into vices and
although her detractors were legion,
few there were who raised their
criticism on solid reasoning.
The hungry expected her to feed
them, and the needy thought her
there only to succor them.
Religious and political leaders expected her to shower on them her
bounties and place them in lucrative
offices. They also thought her dutybound to support one faction as
against another and to take sides
in their internal differences.
What is more important is that
no constructive program was laid
down by responsible leaders for the
purpose of acquainting the mandatory power with their demands. They
expected her to be a seer able to
discover their secret aspirations
without their making an avowal of
them.
So much for the deficiency of the
Lebanese, but the French also had
their faults.

.

>

Among the officials of the mandatory authorities were some petty
opportunists who saw that the Lebanese offered bribes and they accepted them and practiced all other
forms of corruption as well. They
discovered that the Lebanese were
meek and became inclined to treat
them with disdain. They found that
the emigrant Lebanese were liberal
in their remittances to their folks
at home Who became prodigal in
their expenditures and the French
thought that they had just as much
claim and right to this easy money
as the original recipients.
In all this the French have no
excuse except that they claim that
they are not seers to foresee just
what the Lebanese want and the
nature of their grievances. This is
a passive attitude which could have
no moral justification.
One of the surest means for the
correction of this condition would be
for the Lebanese to appoint an independent, fearless representative in
Paris who would have direct dealings with the French Government
to report on actual conditions and
speak for the progressive element
of the country.
(Al-Hoda, N. Y., Nov. 14, 1927.)

i
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the country a colony or a protectorate? Cannot the Syrians and Lebanese prove to the French Colonial
Party that they are not slaves to
offices and that the only thing they
hold sacred is country and patrotism?i
(Meraat-Ul-Gharb, N. Y.f
Nov. 15, 1927.)

WE DO NOT BLAME
THE FRENCH

We have no blame to direct against
the High Commissariat in Syria, or
the French in general, or the francofjhiles, or the press which burns in- cense to the French and places them
'^n rank with the saints.
No. We do not blame those who
invaded the country horse and foot
coming from the borders of the
Seine, because they are but searching for countries to conquer and
lands to colonize and dooile peoples
to govern and exploit. Thus the
French came to be in Syria and Lebanon where office seekers sell the
country and all patriotism for a
pittance.
Lebanon in its former status enjoyed an autonomous form of government under guarantee of seven
European Powers. But now it is
the prey of one of those powers and
has lost not only its former prerogatives but its happiness and peace.
The sole concern now of the leaders in Lebanon seems to be to grab
offices. The Constitution to them
has become a dead letter through,
their avidity for spoils, the results
being that the Mandatory Power
strengthens its position in proportion to their division and weakness.
Oh! If the members of Parliament were only in their senses they
would forsake their chairs and declare a strike as a warning to the
Mandatory Power that they would
not tolerate any change or amendment to the Constitution of their
country.
We do not blame the High Commissariat because its officials went
to our country under orders to fulfill a mission. And has not Poincare
declared that the object of the
French in going to Syria is to make

THE DANGER SIGN
The two houses of Parliament in
Lebanon were combined in one to
which Sheikh Mohammed Eljesr was
elected president.
The victory of Sheikh Eljesr spells
the beginning of the end of Christian authority in Lebanon—that authority which the Christians won
after the war and which now reverts
to the Mohammedan element.
And do the Syrians and Lebanese
think that usurpation of authority
will stop at this point? It requires
only a little thought for you to come
to the conclusion that this is only
the precursor of amalgamating Lebanon with Syria in a single state
to which will be elected not a president of a republic but, in all probability, a king who will surely be a
descendant of the Prophet.
This has ever been the case with
the Christians of Syria. At the time
when the Moslems were but a email
band invading the country the numerically powerful Christians were
divided upon themselves and permitted their enemies to overcome them
through their petty wranglings. Now
they are enacting the same role only
that they are the helpless minority,
while the. Mandatory Power only
seeks to further its political ends
and disregards all considerations of
a religious nature.
We do not oppose unity. Rather,
we are of its staunchest supporters

S
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but only on condition that religious
intolerance which has been forever
the curse of the nation, be first eradicated.
(The Syrian Eagle,
N. Y., Nov. 9, 1927.)
FALSE REPORTS
There were reports current in
some Arabic papers lately to the effect that His Majesty King Ibn
Saoud had disarmed the Syrian revolutionists who crossed the borders
into his country. We wish to state
that we are in receipt of authoritative information from Emir Adel
Arslan categorically denying these
false reports. It is obvious that such
rumors are circulated by the supporters of the mandate and the enemies of the revolution to hurt the
cause of our heroes who are still
holding out against the usurpers and
tyrants. The plain intention is to
prevent the emigrants from continuing their financial assistance to
the cause of the revolution and the
suffering families of our heroes. We
would ask all patriots not to lend
credence to these reports and to consider that their sacred duty is to
continue their assistance to their
valiant heroes who have raised the
Syrian name in the estimation of
the world by their stubborn and protracted resistance to the greatest
military power in the world.
(Al-Bayan, N. Y., Nov. 14, -1927.)
ABOLISHING HOLIDAYS
Mussolini cannot be far from right
in abolishing holidays in Italy. We
only wish that Syria would follow
in the footsteps of the Duce by eliminating holidays during the week.
Syria now has the largest number
of holidays of any country in the
world, consequently we find the

people corrupted by these holidas
so that they now wish that ever
day were a holiday. Even the gov
ernment concurs in celebrating th'
holidays of the different religioi«
denominations to such an extent th.
government officials and employe
spend most of their time in observing the holidays of the Mohammedans, the Christians and the Jews.
Is it too much to hope for the appearance of a Mussolini in Syria
who would, at one stroke, decapitate
the seven-headed holiday dragon and
relieve the country of its depredation?—a Mussolini who would drive
the people vith the iron rod of discipline to productive and fruitful tasks
for their own benefit as well as
that of the country ?

(As-Sayeh, N. Y., Nov. 14, 1927.)
WILL THE PALESTINIANS
TOLERATE SUCH?
A member from the United States
Congress from New York is the
author of a suggestion to issue new
coins and postage stamps for Palestine commemorating the ten years
of Zionist rule in that country.
If Palestine is rich in anything it
is in its historical facts and figures
suitable for such purpose. Now what
will the Palestinians do to stem the
tide of Zionist aggression in their
country? We expect them to rally
to the defense of their rights so
that the Zionists may not monopolize the offices and resources of the
country head and tail.
(Al-Bayan, N. Y., Nov. 16, 1927.)
Q.—Why was there held in Damascus a fruit exposition?
A.—Because these are the only
finished products being produced
there in the factory of Nature.
(As-Sayeh, N. Y., Nov. 14, 1927.)

•
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THE ECONOMIC SITUATION
IN SYRIA
!",A review, based on reports from Consuls J. H. Keeley, jr., Damascus; Paul H. Ailing, Beirut; Harry L. Troutman, Aleppo; and other
sources. Published in "Commerce Reports" of Nov. 7, 1927.)
for 1926 are incomplete, but estimates for the Damascus region indicate an improvement over 1925 in
cereals, fruit, nuts and cotton—although reports from the Beirut district show less satisfactory results
for cotton. Production of fresh cocoons during 1926 was estimated to
have been slightly larger than during the preceding year when it totaled 2,900 metric tons; raw wool
was estimated at somewhat over
3,000 metric tons, or about equal to
1925. The livestock industry around
Credit Market Disturbed—Exchange Damascus suffered considerably durLower.
ing the disturbances and heavy losses
The continuation of unsettled con- were also sustained during the
ditions in the southern region during severe winter of 1925-26.
the first half of 1926 resulted in a Government Finances Shows Survirtual suspension of credit operaplus.
tions both by the local banks and
Preliminary results for 1926 indimerchants in Beirut, the merchancate receipts of 8,494,000 Syrian
dise-distributing center. As condipounds and expenditures of 6,670,000
tions became more stable during the
pounds—a surplus of 1,824,000
latter part of the year, however, the
pounds.
demand for various merchandise
The budget for 1927 fixes receipts
from the Damascus area increased
and a less rigid credit policjyre- and expenditures at 1,508,630 Syrian-Lebanese gold pounds (1 gold
vailed.
' "^
The Syrian pound, which is based pound equals 20 gold francs.)
on the French franc, fluctuated wide- Foreign Trade Declines in Value.
ly during the year. The average
Both imports and exports, includfor 1926 was $0,648, as compared
ing
reexports, in 1926 showed a dewith $0,953 for 1925.
crease in dollar value, as compared
Crop Estimate Favorable—Heavy with 1925, while the adverse balance
totaled $23,403,000 as against $24,Losses in Livestock.
Data on agricultural production 617,000 in the previous year.

An economic depression in Syria
prevailed during 1926, but an improvement was noted toward the
close of the year. Exchange depreciated considerably, interest rates
continued high, and credits in the
disturbed area were temporarily
suspended. Preliminary returns of
budget results indicate an excess of
receipts over expenditures. The
volume of foreign trade was smaller
than in 1925, and the trade balance
was again unfavorable.
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France Leads as Source of Imports.
Among the exports, dried skins,
livestock, fruits and vegetables, and
colonial products showed decreases
in quantity as compared with 1925,
while butter shipments increased.
The lower value of the Syrian pound
during the year was reflected in the
total figures, the quantity showing
only a slight change, while the. total
dollar value was about 20 per cent,
less than in the previous year.
Cereals and cereal products, fruits
and vegetables, and glassware showed the largest decrease in the list
of imports. Other items showed
only slight changes.
Palestine was the chief destination
of exports and reexports from Syria,
taking 16.7 per cent, of total value
in 1926 against 20.3 per cent, in
1925. Egypt was second with 15.3
per cent, and 14.6 per cent, respectively. France was next with 14.7
per cent, and 13.2 per cent., followed
by the United States. Shipments to
Iraq represented 7.1 and 4.1 per cent,
of total value; to Transjordania 6.3
and 4.7 per cent., while those to
Persia showed a large increase over
the previous year.
France led in 1926 as a source of
imports, furnishing 19.9 per cent, of
total value, as compared with 13.7
per cent, in 1925, followed by England with 13.6 per cent, and 16.4
per cent., respectively; Italy with 11
per cent, and 11.5 per cent.; Turkey,
9.5 per cent, and 11.2 per cent.; and
the United States.
Trade With United States Less.
Imports from the United States
amounted to 21,800 metric tons in
1926, valued at 4,609,000 Syrian
pounds ($2,986,630), or 7,3 per cent.
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of the total, as against 33,126 tons
valued at 4,219,000 pounds ($4,020,700), or 8.7 per cent., in 1925. This'
decrease is owing principally to
smaller direct imports of petroleum
products, and general stagnation of,(
business, which affected miscellane-,
ous imports from all countries. Oth-/
er commodities imported from the
United States include automobile^
and accessories, agricultural apparatus, and food products.
Exports to the United States in
1926 amounted to 5,670 metric tons
valued at 3,490,100 Syrian pounds
($2,261,580), or 12.8 per cent, of the
total, as compared with 8,320 tons
valued at 2,485,000 pounds ($2,368,200), or 10.8 per cent, in 1925. Exports as declared through the American Consulate were valued at $2,890,000 in 1926 as against $3,927,700 in 1925. The chief exports to
the United States were wool, sausage
casings, licorice root, nuts, etc.
Communications Disturbed — Shipping Decreased.
An important project undertaken
during the year was the construction of a highway between Latakia
iand Aleppo. This highway was
scheduled for completion during the
latter half of 1927. Difficulty was
experienced in maintaining regular
railway service in the southern region of Syria because of disturbed
conditions during the first half of
1926, but a marked improvement was
reported toward the end of the year.
Shipping activity showed little
change from the previous year. A
total of 3,160 vessels of an aggregate tonnage of 1,768,744 visited
Syrian ports in 1926 as against 3,182 and 1, 710,113, respectively, for
1925.
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About Syria and Syrians
SYRIANS GIVE DINNER
TO DR. AND MRS. DODGE
What the Syrians of America intended as a fitting testimonial of
their profound affection for Dr.
Bayard Dodge, President of the
American University of Beirut, and
Mrs. Dodge, took the shape of an
elaborate banquet held on the evening of November 10 at the Hotel
Commodore in New York. More than
three hundred alumni of the University and their friends attended, all
but about a score being Syrians.
Mr. Nesib Trabulsi, chairman of
the Alumni Association of New
York, presided. He read cables of
greetings from Egypt, Syria, Palestine and South America, as well as
many telegrams from alumni and
friends in many sections of the
United States.
The keynote sentiment of the occasion was sounded by President
John Grier Hibben of Princeton University under whom
President
Dodge studied as a member of the
class of 1909 at Princeton and who
was one of many presidents of
American universities present at the
dinner. He extolled the pioneer efforts of President Dodge in the
educational field in the East. "But
in this," he said, "he is only representing the effort of America to turn
back the wave of civilization to its
source." President Hibben spoke
hopefully of the possibilities of
modern education for Syria.

work of President Dodge and his
American co-workers in the educational field in Syria denied any intention on their part to Americanize
the Syrians.

"While instilling American principles of efficiency, democracy, sotr'al-mindedness and respect for
labor, President Dodge and the University are not Americanizing the
people," said Dr. Hitti. "They represent the force that is working to
restore Syria to her old glory — the
Syria of the Umayyads when that
land was the most enlightened and
the most cultured land in the world
— the Syria of the Roman period
when Beirut was the seat of a school
of law that attracted students to it
from far-off Constantinople and
distant Spain — the Syria of the
ancient times whose people contributed to the imperishable things of
life more than any other people or
race — the Syria which, especially
because of its inclusion of Phoenicia
and Palestine within its boundaries,
has been of greater significance to
mankind than any other country
of equal size."
Declaring President Dodge to be
"the greatest single force working
for good in the Near East and for
its regeneration," Dr. Hitti expressed
the hope that the alumni of the University would lend their efforts in
the promotion of the cause for which
the President is devoting his life
and energy. "To the extent," said
Dr. Hitti "to which you alumni and
Dr. Philip Hitti of Princeton, a friends of Beirut have shown ingraduate of the American Universi- terest in the work at Beirut, to that
ty of Beirut, while extolling the extent you have been co-workers of
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President Dodge in the noble work
he is doing. To the extent to which
you will continue to show interest
in that work, you will continue to
make his work possible."
"For after all," concluded Dr. Hitti, "the Alumni Association, even the
University itself, are not an end in
themselves. Thy are a means to an
end, — the end being the development of the young Syrian manhood
and the ennobling of the Syrian
womanhood. So that the new Syria,
the Syria of the future, may once
more contribute its share to the
civilization of the world and the
welfare of mankind as it has so
richly done in the past."
Characterizing pledges to the Alumni Fund of the American University
of Beirut as an investment in international goodwill, Dr. D. Himadi,
Treasurer of the Alumni Association
of New York, gave a brief sketch
of how the raising of the fund was
conceived. When Bayard Dodge was
inaugurated president, Alumni of the
University came from all sections
of the Near East to attend the ceremonies. On that occasion the raising of the Fund occurred to them
as a fitting expression of their love
and affection for their Alma Mater.
Some thought that $150,000.00 was
too large a sum to be asked of the
Syrians considering the impoverished condition of the country, but the
opinion of those in favor of the
movement prevailed and the amount
was allotted by quotas. "The Egyptian quota of $10,000.00 was oversubscribed in a single evening; the
United States quota of $75,000.00
was pledged and the pledges are
being paid nearly on time; the South
American quota of $15,000.00 is twothirds paid in spite of the business
conditions in Brazil which are below
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normal; the Syrian and Palestinian
s
quotas were pledged and partly paid,
but on account of the recent earths
quake in Palestine and the unrest
CO
in Syria no attempt is made to urge (
ir
collection. The three years within
of„
which the money was to be paid expired last June, but the time was extended another year to accommodate
the belated pledges."
Plan to Raise a Million.
The success of the Alumni Association in raising the $150,000.00 has
encouraged it, according to Dr. Himadi, to extend the experiment to
the point of making an attempt to
raise a fund of $1,000,000.00. This,
however, will not be launched until
after the meeting of the Alumni
Council in June, 1928. During this
interval it is the intention of the
Association to sound and measure
the sentiment of their countrymen
for the plan or their objection to it,
if any.
As outlined by Dr. Himadi, the
plan "is to divide the million-dollars
into shares, each having a cash value
of $200.00, and distributing those
shares among graduates, former
students and Syrians and their
friends wherever possible. The thirty
odd branches of the Association will
undertake the distribution in their
respective districts. The shares are
to be payable at the rate of $1.00
per share per month for a period
which has been carefully estimated
at ten and one half years, or 126
months."
President Dodge's Address.
When President Dodge was introduced as the last, but not the least,
speaker, all rose and sang a refrain
of the A. U. B. anthem.

.
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DR. BAYARD DODGE
President of the American University if Beirut.

I

BANQUET TO PRESIDENT AND MRS. BAYARD DODGE

Given at the Hotel Commodore, New York, on November 10 by the Alumni, former students
American University of Beirut.
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Prefacing his address with some
Sjemi-humorous remarks about bobbed hair, short skirts, motion pictures and co-education in the Near
East, he soon launched on a report
of the activities and achievements
of the American University of Beirut declaring that with the increased demand for education in Syria
and neighboring countries it had
bebn necessary to limit registration
at the American University and to
maintain rigid standards that the
quality of the graduates be maintained at as high a standard as prevaile 1 when the University was
small.
He said: "The Schools of Arts and
Sciences, Medicine and Pharmacy, as
well as the secondary school, received recognition from the Board of
Regents of New York State some
time ago. During the year 1926-27
the School of Dentistry was also
recognized.
"In giving this recognition, the
Regents are so liberal about requirements for study that they do not
hinder the University from making
the work suitable to conditions in
the East. They set definite requirements for academic achievement,
which enabled the University to
dictate terms to tributary schools
and to insist upon standards as high
as those in the West.
"As a result of these high standards, students who transfer to European and American universities
for post-graduate work, find it possible to obtain as favorable treatment as though they had studied in
America. This year, for the first
time, it has been arranged for graduates to enter Oxford and the French
universities without examination,
upon showing their Beirut diplomas."

Co-education in Syria.
"Co-education," he said, "had
worked out better than had been
expected by anyone. It was decidedly an experiment to open the University to women and at first it had
been feared that no Moslem girls
would come to the University. On
the contrary they have come and
public opinion is in favor of co-education. The women students are
treated with the greatest amount of
respect. The only girl in the senior
class last year was elected class
president. One of the women students was elected by the students
last year to address the student
body about raising funds for the
Howard Bliss Memorial and was
listened to with the utmost respect.
One Mohammedan woman from
Egypt is studying at the University
to fit herself for work with the
feminist movement in her own country. The first woman has been
graduated from the School of Pharmacy and this coming year I expect
that a woman will be graduated
from the School of Medicine. Women are eager for education and
throughout the Arabic -s peaking
countries there is a- growing realization of the need for higher education
for women.
"Last year a call came from King
Feisal of Iraq for an American
principal and several assistants to
open a school for girls in Baghdad.
I had little time in which to secure
the necessary teachers for this
school for Mohammedan girls but
was successful in having an American woman released from her work
with the Near East Relief to accept
the principalship. Other teachers
were sent and were most successful
with the school last year and are
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work."

enthusiastic

about

their

Economic conditions were at a
low ebb when the past college year
began, President Dodge said. "A
serious crisis took place in Egypt
because of inflation of the cotton
market. Extensive immigration and
rapid investment of capital resulted
in great financial depression in Palestine. The recent earthquake will
add to the misery there, although a
splendid harvest may improve conditions in certain places. The Mississipi flood was disastrous for America but it created a demand for
Egyptian cotton, which ended the
crisis and re-established prosperity
in the land of the Nile. Although
many persons sustained severe losses
from the flood at Baghdad a year
ago the past year has been a normal one for Iraq. In Persia there
has been growing financial prosperity under the able leadership of the
new Shah, aided by the American
Financial Commission.
"During the past year official
calls, letters and telegrams have
come from private institutions and
government departments in Syria,
Palestine, Transjordania, Egypt, the
Sudan, Iraq, and Lebanon, asking
for graduates to fill places of responsibility. It has not been possible to fill all of these vacancies
as the demand has been greater
than the supply.
"During the past year, the teaching and administrative staff has been
larger and more cosmopolitan in its
make-up than ever before. Relationships have been constant with
local officials and religious leaders
of lands of the Southern Near East.
It has been possible to realize the
importance of the University as' an

«*^Sc*«r

*^*»*

influence for "peace on earth, goodwill to all mankind." As a scientific]
Western institution, which has a firm
basis of religious faith, the Univer*sity has a great mission to perforn/i
in trying to interpret religion as!
something reasonable and practical
for the more advanced thinkers o\f
our age. Young men pick up the
evils of Western civilization in tjie
cinema theatres, the dance halls,
and popular books of their cities.
They fail to comprehend the noble
elements in Western civilization
which have made it the controlling
force of the modern world.
"During these years of readjustment it is the peculiar opportunity
of the Faculty and of the Alumni to
interpret the highest usages of
Western life so that they can counterbalance the evil influences of
Western life and ennoble the rising
generation of the East.
"In closing I want to tell you how
very much the Trustees appreciate
the support and the interest which
the Alumni and former students
give the University."
New Films from Syria.
At the conclusion of the speeches
some moving picture scenes of Syria
were shown for the first time in
America. They represented views
of the campus of the American University and some native scenes which
depicted only phases of the primitive conditions of life still prevailing in some sections of Syria.
Mr. Alexander Maloof and his orchestra gave the musical entertainment, mostly in Oriental airs.
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SYRIA CAUSE OF SPLIT
PETWEEN LAWRENCE
AND THE KING
The real cause for Col. Lawrence's rejection of the decorations
and other honors tendered him by
the king of England is Lawrence's
disapproval of England's acquiescence in the taking over of Syria by
the French, according to Associated
Press dispatches from London of
November 18.
This information is contained in
a book, just published, by Lawrence's
friend, Robert Graves, poet and
professor of English literature at
the Egyptian University.
According to the version of the
author, Lawrence came to the conclusion that the Arabs did not receive a square deal. He said they
fought with him because they understood they would be allowed to
keep Damascus and Syria after the
war, but the treaty handed these
over to the French.
;
,\

Graves recites this as Lawrence's
version of what he said to the King
about the honors:
"He explained to the sovereign
that the part he (Lawrence) had
played in the Arab revolt was dishonorable to himself, to his country
and Government. He had, by order,
fed the Arabs with false hopes and
would now be obliged if he might
be quietly relieved of the obligation
to accept honors for succeeding in
his fraud."
Graves before publishing this
asked Lord Stamfordham, King
George's private secretary, to get
permission to print the paragraph.
He received a letter from Lord
Stamfordham saying the King did
not remember that Lawrence's state-

ment was as recorded by Graves,
but that in declining the decorations
Lawrence briefly explained that he
made certain promises to King Feisal, that these were not fulfilled and
consequently he might possibly find
himself fighting against the British
forces in which case it would be obviously wrong to be wearing British
decorations.
Curzon Wept at Conference
The book contains many interesting stories including one telling how
the late Marquis Curzon of Kedleston wept at a post-war Cabinet
meeting held to discuss the Eastern question. Lawrence was present
and in answering a question regarding whether he wished to say anything, said:
"Yes, let's get down to business.
You people don't understand yet the
hole you have put us ail into."
Thereupon Marquis Curzon burst
into tears, great drops rolling down
his cheeks to the accompaniment of
slow sobs. Viscount Cecil, however,
brought him to with the rough interposition: "Now, old man, none of
that." Marquis Curzon wiped his
eyes and the business proceeded.
The first reaction of some
Syrian papers in New York was distinctly hostile to Lawrence's attitude. They claimed that England
used Lawrence as a tool and Syria
as a pawn in her political game in
the East. Their opinion in this instance was similar to that which
they expressed on the occasion of the
rumors of an exchange of territory
between France and Italy when it
was said that France would cede
Syria to Italy in return for a free
hand in Morocco. In both cases it
was said that Syria could not be
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treated as chattel to be bargained of his early life and later success (
away at will without the consent of was carried over the Associated1
Press wires to all parts of the Unitits people.
In the case of Lawrence of Arabia, ed States.
Nationalist papers showed particuJoe Abraham, according to Brilar bitterness towards England not stow papers, could neither read nor
only because it had given Syria to write either in English or Arabic,,
France after the war, but because it but his keen mind had an uncanny
had been instrumental in bringing capacity for figures. He made his
to an end the latest Druze revolu- fortune mostly in cotton and in oil
tion. They had for some time been lands.
loud in their denunciation of England's policy in refusing asylum to
the remnants of the insurgents who
sought refuge within the jurisdic- SYRIAN ELECTED TO
POLITICAL OFFICE
tion of Transjordania. To learn now
that not only in the past but in the
In what the Passaic News of Nopresent as well England was work- vember 9 describes as one of the
ing in harmony with France for sel- "best organized and hardest camfish interests and not in any spirit paigns in that section of New Jerof true friendship for Arab nations sey for years," a Syrian, Albert
was more than the Nationalists Gorab, a native of Homs, was elected
could endure.
Councilman on the Republican ticket
of Wood Ridge, N. J.
MILLIONAIRE SYRIAN
HONORED AT DEATH
A singular honor was paid a Syrian, the late Joe Abraham, of Bristow, Okla., when the mayor of the
city by proclamation ordered all
business activities in the city suspended for an hour during the progress of the funeral. The Bristow
Daily Record of November 8 carried
the proclamation in heavy black border on its first page and devoted
most of its space to details of funeral
arrangements and the life story of
the dead merchant.
From an itinerary peddler in 1896
when he landed in the United States
with but $10.50 Joe Abraham upon
his death was ranked among the
richest men in Oklahoma. He is
styled by Bristow newspapers as
the "community's outstanding citizen". News of his death and details

Mr. Gorab had served in this capacity during the three years from
1924 to 1926, and rendered such signal services while in office that he
was tendered a vote of thanks, passed unanimously by the Mayor and
Council. The Hasbrouck Heights
Observer of Nov. 10 sums up an appreciation of the character and activities of Mr. Gorab as follows: "It
is generally recognized that the
borough needs men of Mr. Gorab's
calibre; active, unselfish, always accessible and willing at all times to
take off his coat for the borough
in which he has made his home for
the past nine years and in which he
takes so much justifiable pride."
Mr. Gorab makes no secret of the
fact that he is a Syrian and has
in both his political and business
careers brought credit to himself
personally and to his race.
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| j Political Developments in Syria
I The two outstanding political
developments of the month in Syria
are the meeting in Beirut of what
is styled the Syrian Nationalist Convention and the dissension among
the members of the Syrian Nationalist Committee of Egypt which
came as an aftermath of the armed
insurrection in Syria.
The Palestinian newspaper AlYarmouk, one of the bitterest organs of the Nationalist movement,
admits in its comment on the convocation of the Nationalist Convention in Beirut that the "thinkers of
the Syrian nation have met to frame
a reply to the declaration of M. Ponsot and formulate a plan for future
action, now that the guns of the
fighters have been silenced, in the
hope that prosecution of the demands
of Syria will not cease. It is now a
case where the pen will supersede
the sword in the demand for usurped rights."
The reply framed by the Syrian
Nationalist Convention and referred
to above is couched in the most
conciliatory terms and bears out the
assertion of the newspaper in that
diplomatic methods will henceforth
be used by the Nationalists in coming to an understanding with the
mandatory power. The fact that the
convention was held in Beirut, which
is the residence of the High Commissioner, while showing fearlessness on the part of the delegates
to the convention, tends also to prove
that they are agreed on the employment of peaceful means in pressing
their demands.

The memorandum embodying the
reply of the Nationalists to the declaration of the French High Commissioner in Syria was presented to
him on October 25. It was prepared
at five secret meetings held in Beirut on five successive days immediately preceding its presentation.
The signers comprised delegates
from the principal cities of Syria
both on the coast and in the hinterland. Aleppo, Horns, Hama, Tripoli,
Damascus, Beirut, Saida, were all
represented.
The memorandum sets forth the
complaint of the Nationalists that
the declaration of M. Ponsot was unsatisfactory in some instances and
ambiguous in others. No mention,
for instance, is made of the disposition to give the Syrian nation its
right of freedom in speech, public
meetings and the formation of political parties. Silence was also maintained on such vital issues as martial law, summary deportations, general amnesty and political exiles.
While reference is made to the
Constitution, no definite action has
yet been taken to accelerate it although the Syrian nation has all
along been clamoring for the convocation of the National Assembly.
French interests are claimed by
M. Ponsot to be making every effort
to bring about the economic rehabilitation of Syria, but the High Commissioner fails to make any mention
of the steps being taken to bring
about a betterment of the internal
Syrian markets which cannot be affected by any effort on the part of
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French interests.
The memorandum further states
that the Syrians have long been patient in the hope of receiving redress
at the hands of the mandatory power
but that they were driven to take
up arms after being fed on empty
promises for years, and concludes
with: "In calling these matters to
the attention of your Excellency we
are prompted by our desire to determine definitely our political and
economic status so that the efforts
of the nation may be directed to
constructive channels. This is proof
of a concrete desire on our part to
come to an understanding5 with freedom-loving France in the hope of
co-operating with her in working out
the destiny of our country."
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one of the reasons for his disagree
ment with other members of th
Committee being his advocacy c
permitting Lebanon to retain its ar
nexed territories while his opponents insist that these territories
should be first restored to Syria.

&

Another incident leading to the
disagreement among members of
the committee is that the European
delegation presented its last memorandum to the League of Nations
on the Syrian question without the
approval or even the knowledge of
the Central Committee. The claim
is advanced that ever since Emir
Shakib Arslan returned from the
United States he showed marked
inclination to act independently of
headquarters.

SPLIT IN RANKS OF
NATIONALISTS

CHANGE OF GOVERNMENT
IN LEBANON

The press of Syria and Egypt
contains news of sensational developments in the Central Syrian Revolutionary Committee with headquarters in Cairo. Some claim that
the underlying difference is the
deep-rooted mistrust existing between Moslems and Christians. Emir
Michel Lutfallah, chairman of the
Committee, is said to have split
with some of his Mohammedan colleagues because of his desire to
come to an amicable understanding
with France on the Syrian question,
while the Moslems refuse to negotiate on any basis other than complete independence of Arabic-speaking nations, under a constitutional
monarchy. Their choice would be
for Ibn Saoud, king of Nejd, to head
tihe confederacy of Arab States.
Emir Lutfallah is accused of temporizing with the French to promote
his personal ambitions in the hope
of becoming prince over Lebanon,

The constitutional controversy in
the Lebanese Republic finally resulted irt the merging of the two houses
of Parliament into one. Sheikh Mohammed Eljesr, former president
of the Senate, was elected president.
This came about only after stubborn
resistence from the party headed by
Moussa Nammour, former president
of the House of Representatives.
While the victor is a Mohammedan
and his opponent a Christian, hisl
election was made possible only by
the support of many Christian members who expected to control the
cabinet. To depose the Ministry it
is necessary for the opposition to
control 31 votes, while the party of
Eljesr is so far restricted to 21.
Opponents of the new president plan
to elect Habeeb Pasha Saad to
head the new ministry in an effort
to balance offices, Saad being a
Christian.
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THE APPROPRIATE
CHRISTMAS GIFT

:S

M

YOUR CHRISTMAS GIFT TO YOUR
FRIEND IS A TOKEN OF THOUGHTFULNESS AND REMEMBRANCE.
MAKE YOUR GIFT ONE THAT
WILL COME TO YOUR FRIEND FOR
THE TWELVE MONTHS OF THE YEAR,
FOR ONLY $5.00.
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RARE ORIENTAL PERFUMES |
THE MOST WELCOME CHRISTMAS GIFT

1

Beautiful Packages — Medium Size, $3.00.

Large Size, $5.00.

Syrian Jasmin
Iris d'Egypte

=

Retailed at $7.00 and $10.00 — Mail orders promptly filled
Special concession on the price as an introductory offer to Syrians

ORIENTA IMPORTING COMPANY
34 WEST 71st STREET
NEW YORK CITY
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THE LEBANON NATIONAL BANK
319 FIFTH AVENUE,

COR. 32ND STREET

DOWNTOWN OFFICE
59 Washington St.,
New York City

it

LEGAL DEPOSITORY OF The United States—New York StateNew York City.
MEMBER OF The Federal Reserve Bank—New York State Bankers Association—American Bankers Association.
*
*
*
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We invite the accounts of Individuals, Firms, Corporations, Banks, and Trust Companies j offering all facilities consistent with conservative banking.
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INTEREST DEPARTMENT
AT 4%
Deposits made on or before the ten days of January,
April, July and October, and the third day of any other
month, will draw 4% interest from the first of these
months, compounded quarterly.
Certificates of Deposit, an attractive short-term investment, if left for six months or longer will bear interest for the full term of deposit, at such rates as may be
agreed upon.
*

*

*

A bank account is ESSENTIAL and advisable.

^r

Read carefully the following suggestion:
The principle of thrift is the foundation of character.
John Dix.
Lincoln said:—
I will study hard and prepare myself, and someday my chance
will come.
Banking by mail is a modern conception of good business. You
can begin at once to enjoy the facilities of our
"Banking by Mail" department.
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THE BANK OF FRIENDLY CO-OPERATION

319 FIFTH AVE.,

Cor. 32nd St.,
NEW YORK CITY
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